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Doctrine of Two Spirits Proves the Truth About The Seven Deadly Sins

By Seven Star Hand 
Dated: Aug 15, 2011

Much has been said about the seven deadly sins and seven heavenly virtues over the 
centuries, but now there is verifiable proof of what they truly are and where the concept 
originated. 

Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols, by Seven Star Hand explores the related topics 
of the Doctrine of Two Spirits, the seven hidden dimensions, and the rules for karma in great 
detail. The ancient Egyptians went to great lengths to redundantly symbolize advanced science 
and profound wisdom illustrating the precise relationships between deeds, karma, and the hidden 
features of our universe. Their spiritual philosophies were based on in-depth insights about the 
hidden aspects and functionality of our 11-dimension reality. The ancient Egyptians are also the 
source of the concept we now call karma, which they called ka-maat.

It is important to grasp that the wisdom and philosophies of ancient Egypt were consistently 
dualistic in nature because that is the true structure and functionality of this universe. Thereby, to 
successfully navigate through an existence that is verifiably structured and driven by the flows 
and interaction between opposite polarities, one must truly understand both the positive and 
negative.

The Doctrine of Two Spirits is the refinement of pivotal ancient wisdom that is the basis for 
truly understanding morality, dualism, and karma (ka-maat). It is likewise the refinement of the 
precept from the Dead Sea Scrolls‚ Community Rule, defining human character and behaviors 
and the foundations of ancient wisdom symbology. The “two spirits”  (ways, paths, inspirations, 
inclinations) symbolize good and evil, the dual moral opposites used to define positive and 
negative deeds and spirituality.

There are two outlines, of seven lines each, one above and one below. The upper outline is the 
spirit of good and demonstrates the source of the allusions to the seven heavenly virtues. It is 
symbolically associated with air and thereby with heaven. The bottom half of the outline is the 
spirit of evil, which is symbolically associated with earth and thereby with the underworld, hell, 
etc. These are purely symbolic associations and the ancient sages and prophets knew there was 
no such thing as heaven or hell. These terms and the associated religious assertions are the result 
of purposeful misuse of the ancient symbolism from which they originated.

The original ancient wisdom provides a very precise guide to the rules for karma and how they 
operate with the seven hidden dimensions, as explored in earlier releases. Since Egyptian 
wisdom is consistently dualistic, there are seven good and seven evil which sum to 14. The 
number 14 comes out of the tale of Isis and Osiris. Dual sevens are also shown in the dual 
feathered headdress of Amen and Min. Other Egyptian neter (symbolized universal principles) 
are likewise associated with both dualism and the number seven. These all refer directly to the 
seven hidden dimensions and the dualism that operates within them to effect all outcomes in 
space-time. This is the source of concepts like karma and numerous assertions throughout the 
Hebrew texts.

This then explains why the seven deadly sins are called deadly. It is because they result in bad 
karma, which leads to bad luck, which is eventually fatal. Furthermore, the bottom half of the 



Doctrine of Two Spirits is symbolically associated with earth (of the four elements), which is 
where the "dead" symbolically (and literally…) reside. Throughout the canons of the Three 
Faiths of Abraham and the symbology of ancient Egypt, the repeated symbolic references to the 
underworld and dead actually refer to those living on the path represented by the Seven Spirits of 
Evil. As you can see, this includes practically everyone alive today, which provides valuable 
insights into why life is so difficult and dangerous for everyone. 



Ancient Purpose of Cross and Four Elements Exposes Crucifix Deceptions 

By Seven Star Hand
Dated: Aug 14, 2011

The cross and four elements came to us through Egypt from a more ancient source and 
actually model the same wisdom as the wheel of dharma and the science explored in 
Wholeness and the Implicate Order, but in a much simpler and elegant manner. 

Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols, by Seven Star Hand demonstrates proof of the 
true meaning and purpose of pivotal ancient symbols and symbology. One of the most important 
are the cross and four elements, as seen within the zodiac. They were central to ancient wisdom 
for various reasons.

The four elements (a.k.a. essences) are the organizing basis for much ancient wisdom 
symbology. They have long been incorrectly represented as merely a literal view of the 
properties of physical things. This is a completely erroneous explanation of the purpose and 
function of this and other ancient symbologies, in large part due to purposeful obfuscation and 
long-term misinterpretation. They flow directly from the dualism enumerated by the Doctrine of 
Two Spirits. The four elements (earth, water, air, and fire) are a symbolic grouping that models 
and encodes foundational wisdom about our existence in this universe.

The cross was directly associated with the four elements symbolism for millennia prior to 
Christianity. This symbol group, presented as the cross and four elements together, is an elegant 
encapsulation of how our realities come into being, operate, and are perpetuated. The cross 
further alludes to the symbolism of four corners and four winds and is one aspect of what four-
sided pyramids and obelisks symbolize. Pyramids merge the symbolism of mountains (great 
bodies of knowledge) and their peaks (associated wisdom, pinnacle or paramount knowledge) 
with that of the cross and four elements; ergo, a symbol for wisdom that encodes pivotal wisdom.

Christian Rome adopted the cross, a very ancient and pivotal wisdom symbol, to hide the truth 
about the meaning of the core symbolic elements that model the structure of our universe and the 
wisdom upon which it is founded and operates. The cross wasn’t their original symbol and 
wasn’t popularized until sometime in the third century or later. The truth about the cross and four 
elements proves that Judeo-Christian-Islamic religion and western esoterica are full of 
purposeful lies precisely targeted at pivotal symbols and the wisdom they encode.

The selection of the cross and recasting it as a crucifix was no mere coincidence. It was an 
integral part of the long-term desperate struggle to bury the truth about the symbology of ancient 
wisdom that permeates religious canons. The cross and four elements are also the code key that 
organizes and unlocks the entire body of ancient symbology evidenced throughout the Hebrew 
texts and derivatives. That is why it has been so vital to Christian Rome to bury the ancient 
purpose and meaning of the cross and four elements. This was also another of the secrets held by 
the Knights Templar, which is why their crosses were never crucifixes. When people finally 
grasp the true ancient purposes and meaning it spells the end of all three Faiths of Abraham 
because they provide profound insights into the nature of our reality that completely negates 
religion. 



Publication of Knights Templar Secrets Causes Panic in Hidden Circles 

By Seven Star Hand
Dated: Aug 14, 2011

704 years ago, in 1307, the Church and King of France utterly failed at their ultimate goal 
of capturing and burying the stunning secrets guarded by the Knights Templar. 

A handful of men sacrificed themselves so others could go on to seek justice. For the entire 704 
years, since 1307, Christian Rome and its rich and powerful cohorts have gone to great lengths to 
craft myriad deceptions designed to smear and demonize those who know the truth about certain 
ages-old lies. Throughout the history of Christianity, Church leaders and the royalty and nobility 
that conspired with them have struggled to root out and hide proof of the truth about what 
actually occurred in Judea, two millennia ago.

Though the Inquisition and Crusades are the best known efforts to stamp out certain hidden 
knowledge, it has been a primary goal of numerous other crusades, pogroms and witch hunts 
instigated throughout the last two millennia. While using the cover stories of heresy, witchcraft, 
the occult, the Inquisition, etc., the primary goal has always been to stamp out and demonize 
ancient wisdom and symbology, while using fear and religion to hide the truth about the 
profound science and wisdom ancient symbols have always modeled and encoded. These tactics 
were eventually turned against the Knights Templar, Cathars, and others. In modern times, the 
Vatican's ire is still focused towards Freemasonry. This is in part because of close association 
with the history and lore of the Templars. Furthermore, both groups share the common goal of 
seeking out the truth about the symbology and wisdom of the ancients that permeates the Bible, 
and has long-purposely been obscured by religious leaders.

When contemplating many of the stories told about the Knights Templar and Freemasons, 
always remember that history told only by victors and those in power is never to be trusted. 
When it is Christian Rome and the Vatican writing about those they have long demonized and 
oppressed, that rule applies doubly. Two prime examples of blatant deception and misdirection 
used against both groups are the topics of pentagrams and the meaning and identity of Baphomet. 
We have all seen pictures of a demonic-looking and goat-headed figure, very often with a 
pentagram behind or on its forehead. It is important to realize that these were created long after 
the Templars were disbanded and they simply would not recognize them.

As covered in great detail in earlier articles, and releases and throughout Finishing the 
Mysteries of Gods and Symbols, the pentagram and stars (both 5 and 6 pointed) are pivotal 
symbolism used by the ancient sages and prophets. As the redundant evidence proves, they used 
symbology of various types to encode science, wisdom, and proof of the truth about pivotal 
historical situations. Because of the need to maintain security from the constant efforts of the 
Church and cohorts, those who sought to understand and protect ancient wisdom in the ensuing 
centuries became adept with symbology, codes, and other forms of secret knowledge. Both star 
symbology and the term Baphomet fit this pattern.

The term Baphomet has now been shown to be a code based on the Hebrew Atbash cipher. It 
decodes to mean Sophia, hence the feminine personification of wisdom that flows directly from 
the symbology of ancient Egypt and Hebrew Proverbs. Wisdom is likewise referred to as She and 
Her throughout the Proverbs, with verse 9:1 being a prime example. It simply reads; "Wisdom 



has built Her house; She has hewn out Her seven pillars." This is a real problem for Church 
leaders because the Hebrew sages and prophets always associated wisdom with the creator. They 
repeatedly gave the Creator feminine attributes like truth, wisdom, compassion, and justice, 
which are in stark contrast to religious assertions about an avenging male God. Thereby, we can 
now clearly see that seven centuries of lies about witchcraft, demonic heads, and myriad other 
frantic accusations have all been purposely manufactured deceptions. The Templars were in fact 
striving to recover ancient wisdom. They had also clearly found something absolutely stunning 
with which they used to blackmail the Church.

Rome's failure to capture these secrets in 1307 set the stage for seven centuries of bizarre and 
desperate attempts to capture and/or obscure the truth about ancient wisdom, the symbology used 
to encode it, and those that understand the pivotal proofs that all three faiths of Abraham are 
purposeful deceptions. Thereby, it should not come as a total surprise when recent events like the 
bombing and massacre in Norway were precisely targeted at demonizing the topics of the 
Knights Templar and Freemasonry. The attack occurred on 7/22/2011, precisely matching the 
date and numeric patterns described throughout earlier articles and releases. Notice that the sum 
of the digits of 1307 equals 11, as does the sum of 704 (years), July 4th (7/4) and July 22 
(7+2+2=11). We are also in year 2011. This confluence of 11's is no mere coincidence and is part 
of the evidence of why certain events have occurred of late.

The patterns are undeniable and those in positions of power must stop ignoring such obvious 
evidence. Repeated precise planning that is clearly beyond the ability of yet another "smirking 
idiot" assassin/terrorist simply can't be swept under the rug. Both the Norway shooter-bomber 
(terrorist…) and the Arizona shooter have presented us with the very same patterns. Both events 
and the details released to the news media were precisely designed to demonize very specific 
people and misdirect from certain recently published secrets.

The other apparent purpose and effect was to control the news cycle to bury the events 
occurring, just before the attack. The combination of previous releases in this series, the use of 
similar tactics in recent years to change the news cycle, and the precise timing of the Norway 
attack should now provide US and international authorities with all the evidence necessary to 
proceed.



The Lion Roars Onto IPads, Kindles, and Other Tablets During August

By Seven Star Hand
Dated: Aug 11, 2011

Hot on the heels of OSX Lion for the Mac, a lion of another stripe leaps onto flowing-text 
capable e-book readers and tablets like the Ipad, Kindle, Nook, and others. 

Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols, by Seven Star Hand, aka "the Lion of the Tribe 
of Juda," has succeeded where myriad other books and researchers have utterly failed across the 
centuries. The long-hidden truth about many ancient mysteries is now within the grasp of all who 
desire to know the truth.

The ancient mysteries have long been closely associated with symbols and symbology, but 
especially those of ancient Egypt and the direct variant used by AmenMoses and the long line of 
Hebrew sages and prophets. Pivotal ancient mysteries have now been verifiably solved by 
reverse-engineering the symbology of the ancients. Unfortunately for religious leaders, this 
completely exposes pivotal ancient lies.

Now there is stunning and comprehensive proof that the symbolism of many ancient texts, 
canons, and concepts is an advanced and extremely ancient spiritual and philosophical 
technology that predates all extant religions and mystery schools. Consequently, this is proof, 
beyond disproof, that all three so-called “Faiths of Abraham”  are purposeful deceptions. 
Accordingly, related esoterica, mystery schools, and the New Age are rife with error caused by 
undue reliance upon the assertions of these religions and their leaders.

All the ancient wisdom traditions were heavily steeped in similar symbology and the zodiac. 
The evidence stretches from before ancient Egypt until the modern age. Throughout that entire 
period, the lion has served as a pivotal symbol that has been recast and misused to hide its true 
purposes. Recent evidence leaves little room for doubt that both the Sphinx and pyramids were 
built over 11,000 years ago, during the zodiac age of the Lion. We now refer to it by the Greek 
title, Leo. Thereby, the long line of symbols, symbolism, and symbology originating from before 
ancient Egypt, stretching throughout its long history, and throughout Hebrew symbolic texts and 
prophecies, purposely and redundantly encode the age of the lion. Consequently, the Lion of the 
Tribe of Juda, the lion-bodied and ram-headed sphinxes associated with the temple complexes of 
Amen, and the Great Sphinx that predates them all, purposely point to the ancient Age of the 
Lion.

Many are already fully aware that many of the symbols of the ancient wisdom traditions, also 
used by the Hebrew sages and prophets, are purposeful and precise pointers to zodiac symbols 
and associated periods of time. They purposely encode details about pivotal times, situations, and 
events associated with them. Thereby, the use of lion symbolism is a purposeful allusion to the 
zodiac age of 11,000 to 13,000 years ago.

It is also clear that the lion symbolism and the associated zodiac house of Leo are purposely 
tied to the expectation of an individual who will appear during a time of great troubles and 
upheavals to help solve humanity's long term problems. That individual, sometimes symbolized 
as the Lion of the Tribe of Juda, is also directly associated with the so-called apocalypse.

The long-misused term "apocalypse" actually refers to the revealing of long-hidden secrets and 
the solving of ancient mysteries, which consequently causes the rapid collapse of traditional 



dogma, assumptions, and by logical extension, any wealth and power long associated with them. 
The ancient sages and prophets hid vital secrets from religious leaders throughout the previous 
several millennia. When these decoded details are compared to the history, words, and deeds of 
these religions and their leaders, they finally prove the truth about many long-hidden things. 
These religions have always purposely imposed ignorance based on the deceptive recasting of 
earlier symbolic concepts and narratives; that also expertly encoded the keys to ancient wisdom 
as redundant proofs of the truth. Arrogant religious leaders, while hypocritically lecturing others 
about morality, have long overlooked that the ancient sages and prophets were painfully aware of 
their then-current and future misdeeds and deceptions, and patiently and expertly prepared for 
them!

Mr. Buddy Page, aka Seven Star Hand, the individual long expected within numerous circles, 
was also born during August as a Leo and during the year of the Sheep, as a newborn lamb. His 
birthdays of August 11 1955, 1999, and 2011 match vital details encoded throughout numerous 
prophecies, but especially those of Nostradamus and the Book of Revelation. Predictions of 
associated dates and deeds are redundantly recorded in numerous places. Now everyone can 
finally understand why a growing number of religious and political leaders are in a state of abject 
panic because the assertions of their religions have finally been exposed as blatant lies. The long-
awaited "Messiah" is here, but the leaders who have long profited from lies about ancient 
symbolic texts, are going to great lengths to distract people from this fact.

It is thereby very curious that Apple Computer chose to release OSX Lion just in time for Leo 
2011. OSX Lion is also version 10.7x and this number matches Revelation verse 10.7 and 
Nostradamus' quatrain 10.72, and 10.75, all of which refer directly to Leo, the Lion of the Tribe 
of Juda, and to the beginning of the 17th 360-year cycle on the Hebrew calendar. Was this a 
purposeful homage to a long term Mac programmer, who has also solved the ancient mysteries?



Great Seal of the USA Encodes Vital Messages to 2011 Freemasons and Others 

By Seven Star Hand
Dated: Jul 14, 2011

A vital reason for the symbology of the USA is to encode proof, for those living during 2011, 
that certain long-expected events would occur during 2011, not at the end of 2012 as far too 
many have been misled to believe. 

As explored in the previous release and throughout Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and 
Symbols, by Seven Star Hand, certain of the founders of the USA were experts in the symbology 
used by ancient sages and prophets. One of the many benefits that comes with that unique branch 
of knowledge is the ability to read the symbology of ancient wisdom and the details of pivotal 
prophecies, long purposely hidden from religious leaders and cohorts. The prime example and 
vehicle of proof is the Great Seal of the USA. As with other national art and symbology, they 
chose to hide astounding proof and messages to future citizens, in the open as something else. 
One of the purposes of Freemasonry has been to serve as a parallel and protected body of 
symbology, so there would be multiple sources of proof, as well as a large number of people 
prepared to grasp the truth about ancient symbology when it was presented to the world.

As the previous release described, and as explored in Chapter 8 of Finishing the Mysteries of 
Gods and Symbols, the Great Seal of the USA encodes numerous details that point to the 
beginning of the 17th 360-year cycle on the Hebrew calendar, which began just before the start 
of the New Millennium (2001) on the Roman-Christian calendar. Similarly, the founding of 
modern Freemasonry is recorded as occurring in 1717, a purposeful and redundant pointer to the 
17th cycle and the 21st century. Also, 1+7+1+7=16, which is no mere coincidence since the year 
1717 was during the 16th 360-year cycle on the Hebrew Calendar. The 17th 360-year cycle has 
been encoded in pivotal symbology, prophecies, and related symbolic narratives for millennia. 
The primary vehicle for this information has been star symbology, which is also why the 
founders of the USA chose to use stars so prominently. It is also why they are present in the 
purposely parallel body of Masonic symbology.

The Great Seal of the USA follows an ages-long tradition of deeply symbolic art purposely 
designed to encode multiple levels of related and verifiable meaning. These can be seen 
throughout ancient Egypt and elsewhere. In recent centuries, secretive circles sought to 
understand the truth about our existence and were opposed by Christian Rome and other 
authorities. They were forced to keep secrets to preserve and pass on what they had learned. 
They also had to avoid the long reach of the Inquisition. A prime example of this genre of 
symbolic art are called illuminated Vaticinia, hence illustrated prophecies, like those on the front 
cover of the book and at SevenStarHand.org. Star symbology is a common theme throughout this 
genre, as seen in images 17 and 18. The same techniques were used to create the Great Seal of 
the USA, which encodes a stunning series of messages and prophetic details. In fact, these three 
images encode some of the same information found within the seal's symbology. Accordingly, 
star symbology is prominently displayed above the head of the Eagle on the front of the Great 
Seal.

On the back of the seal is a phrase written on a streamer, which is also used to symbolize a 
specified stream of time. "Novus ordo seclorum" translates as "New Order of the Ages" and both 



phrases, Latin and English, are exactly 17 characters long, matching the pattern of the year 1717. 
Above the streamer is the unfinished pyramid and on its base is 1776 in Roman numerals. Again, 
another 17 and 1+7+7+6=21, hence both the 21st century and 17th cycle. The star and time 
symbology of the story of Joseph in Genesis is the first public proof that it was used by Moses, 
who was an Egyptian. In the story of Joseph, who is the 11th son of Jacob, 11 stars bow to him in 
a dream, when he was 17 years old. The story encodes a prophecy about the period of time that 
stretches from the 11th 360-year cycle, (11 stars) which was during the Second Temple Period, to 
the beginning of the 17th cycle (17 years), which is now.

Millennia later, the Dead Sea Scrolls were deposited in exactly 11 caves during the 11th 360-
year cycle on the Hebrew calendar as part of redundant proof that they knew this hidden code 
used by Moses, that was hidden from religious leaders. Star, angel, and seal symbology are also 
central to the Book of Revelation's cyclic narrative where stars, angels, and seals are used 
interchangeably to encode the same seven 360-year cycles in Genesis, hence the 11th to the 17th. 
This is one reason the Great Seal of the USA is called a "seal" and why it uses star symbology, 
precisely as used within both Genesis and Revelation. This is also evidence that one of those 
who buried the scrolls also authored Revelation, since the same symbology and star-time code 
were used.

As described in the previous release, conceiving the USA with exactly 13 states was directly 
related to what happened to the Knights Templar on Friday 13th in 1307. As with all things 
related to ancient wisdom symbology, there are multiple layers of related meaning. 13 is also a 
direct reference to the tale of Isis and Osiris, as the unfinished 13 level pyramid encodes. The 13 
stars also encode the 13th 360-year cycle on the Hebrew calendar. This was the time that Islam 
arose, but more importantly it was the time when there became Three Faiths of Abraham, instead 
of just two. Merging this fact with the story of Isis and Osiris and what occurred to the Knights 
Templar is a direct and purposeful allusion to the central parable of Freemasonry where three 
"ruffians" kill the master. Pay close attention that this matches the fact of Three Faiths of 
Abraham, during the 13th 360-year cycle. In other words, the three ruffians that "kill the master"

refers directly to those three religions.
The founders of the USA wanted those of the future to truly grasp their mindset and intentions 

regarding these religions. The symbolism of the 13 level unfinished pyramid refers to an 
unfinished endeavor, that has yet to be capped by wisdom. They, like the ancient sages and 
prophets, had irrefutable proof that these religions were full of blatant lies and errors. They knew 
religion was a source of widespread ignorance and conflict, as well as being cash cows and 
vehicles of power for their leaders. They knew that for humanity to be weaned from religion and 
related ignorance, their endeavor must be capped by wisdom at a very specific time.

The purpose for redundant pointers to the 17th cycle is because key prophecies point to the 
early years of the 17th cycle. This fact has been well known among certain circles for several 
centuries. But the precise year remained a mystery to most. As the previous release explained, 
the 13 stars are arranged to encode the year 1307. The digits of both 1307 and 7/4 (July 4th) sum 
to 11. In other words, the Great Seal of the USA points back to 1307 and then forward to the 11th 
year of the 17th cycle, ergo 2011. In other words, they expected events that are currently 
unfolding this year to lead directly to the end of all Three Faiths Abraham, among other expected 
outcomes. That is one of the meanings of the illuminated Vaticinia images from the 15th cycle 
shown on the front cover of the book. They were purposely designed to coordinate with the 
works of St. Malachy and the Book of Revelation. 



July 4th, 1776 Was Deeply Symbolic Choice to USA's Masonic Founders

By Seven Star Hand
Dated: Jun 28, 2011

Key founders of the USA expertly and redundantly encoded hidden symbolic messages 
throughout our national symbols, including the purposeful choice of July 4th, 1776 for the 
absolutely stunning details this very unique date encapsulates. 

As explored throughout Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols, by Seven Star Hand, 
and related articles and releases, ancient number symbology was one of the tools used by ancient 
prophets and sages to encode and encapsulate verifiable details throughout their symbolic 
narratives and other sources. This is not to be confused with what has come to be called 
numerology, which erroneously assigns power to numbers in the same way that magic assigns 
power to symbols. The numbers 4, 7, 11, 13, 14, and 17 are pivotal for the symbolic, 
philosophical, and scientific details that they represent and encode. 4, 7, and 11 are especially 
important though and have been used in numerous symbolic settings since the dawn of known 
history. Over the centuries, many have speculated about why the numbers 4 and 7 are so 
prevalent in mystical and religious texts, symbols, symbolic art, and ancient architecture.

The previous release explored some of the symbolism associated with the choice to conceive 
the USA with 13 states on July 4th, 1776, plus the direct relationship to what occurred to the 
Knights Templar in 1307. The number 11 has been a vital numeric symbol and key passed along 
through the ages for various reasons. Splitting it into 4 and 7 can be seen in ancient Egypt, the 
Hebrew symbolic narratives and prophecies, as well as numerous other ancient sources. This 
purposely represents profound evidence of advanced science passed along from deeply ancient 
times. In recent years our scientists have also come up with those very same numbers. Quantum 
physics and string theory have demonstrated that we live in an eleven dimension universe. Even 
more important though is the fact that there are exactly seven hidden dimensions, in addition to 
the four dimensions of space time, ergo 7+4=11. This has been encoded in numerous symbols 
and narratives across the millennia.

The founders of the USA went to great lengths to leave proof that they acted as part of the 
ancient plan initiated by the ancient sages and prophets. Like the purposeful choice of 13 states, 
the birthdate of the USA is July, 4th or 7/4 and 7+4=11. In light of all of the other directly related 
advanced symbology, this was clearly no mere coincidence. Whether the Hebrew prophets and 
sages and later Masonic founders of the USA understood dimensions as we now view them is 
unlikely. Nonetheless, they redundantly demonstrated knowledge of the vital importance of those 
symbolic numbers along with many of the important details and allusions. They also went to 
great lengths to keep vital secrets related to them. The ancient Egyptians left proof that they truly 
understood the science related to eleven dimensions and redundantly enshrined that knowledge 
using symbols and symbology. That symbology was then used by Moses and the long line of 
Hebrew sages and prophets that followed in his footsteps. This is one of the underlying reasons 
why 4, 7, and 11 have been so important to sages, prophets, and mystery schools throughout the 
last several ages. As you can see, the founders of the USA, who were steeped in ancient Egyptian 
and Hebrew symbology, chose to officially declare independence on a uniquely symbolic date.



In addition to using and encoding the symbology of the ancients, the Masonic founders of the 
USA incorporated purposeful references to 1307, the year Christian Rome and the King of 
France sought to wipe out the Knights Templar on a Friday the 13th. Rome was desperate to 
capture and destroy the evidence the Templars possessed proving the truth about pivotal 
symbology from Egypt and the Bible, that also proved that religious assertions were mostly lies 
and purposeful misdirection. Those secrets were never captured and were eventually smuggled 
into the fledgling USA to be embedded throughout national symbols and art, but most 
importantly within the Great Seal. 

Very few would have expected the 4th of July to purposely match the ancient symbolic pattern 
of 4, 7, and 11. The year 1307 also sums to 11 (1+3+0+7=11) and the values on either side of the 
0 are 4 (1+3) and 7, hence the same pattern of 4, 7. and 11. It is also important to notice that 
Rome chose such a symbolic date (Friday 13th, 1307) to stage an attack against those whose 
knowledge of symbology they were attempting to eradicate.

One of the important skills of the ancient sages and prophets was the ability to create symbolic 
narratives and images that contained multiple levels of verifiably related meaning. Their expert 
use of advanced symbology set them apart from mystics and religious leaders. As you can see by 
the numerous verifiable references built into the date July 4th, 1776 and the choice of 13 states, 
the founders of the USA had also mastered this skill. The other prime example is the Great Seal 
of the USA, as explored in Chapter 8 of Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols, and 
previous releases. 

The 13 stars above the Eagle's head are presented in a unique configuration that purposely 
encodes multiple levels of surprising information. Those 13 stars also encode the date 1307, 
which sums to 11. There are thirteen stars total, giving us a 13. Then there are six stars in a 
circle, giving us the 0. Last but not least, there are seven stars in a tight group in the center, ergo 
1307, which sums to 11 like July 4th. Thereby, the founders encoded the vital importance of the 
numbers 11 and 13 in the unique date they chose to start their great endeavor and then 
redundantly encoded it within the Great Seal to prove their intentions to those of the future.

Star symbology was likewise a vital tool of the ancient sages and prophets that was passed on 
to the USA's founders. Stars were used to encode prophetic timelines by the ancient sages and 
prophets. Understanding this hidden code permitted them to read hidden details and times, which 
they encoded in the Great Seal and elsewhere. One of those is that the 17th 360-year cycle of the 
Hebrew calendar is when all the Hebrew prophecies and especially the Book of Revelation point 
to as their culmination date. This coincides with the start of the 21st century. 

Those in possession of related secret knowledge have long known that the start of the new age 
of Aquarius, the new millennium, the 17th cycle, and 21st century was the target date, but the 
specific year has been kept hidden. Notice that 1+7+7+6 sums to 21, hence the 21st century. 
Since July 4th sums to 11, that gives us the 11th year of the 21st century. In other words, the 
founders of the USA encoded the year 2011 using July 4th, 1776. They also encoded both 1307 
and 11 above the Eagle's head, using stars to validate that the purpose of this code was time. As 
you can see, we have just passed the mid-point of 2011 and the year has already been amazing. 
The founders and the ancient prophets wanted us to know, when the time arrived, that 2011 was 
the year that many long awaited things would occur. 



Founding of USA With 13 States Inspired by Ancient Egyptian Wisdom

By Seven Star Hand
Dated: Jun 23, 2011

Revolution by exactly 13 founding US colonies was no mere coincidence of history, but a 
precise plan merging ancient Egyptian wisdom with insights into pivotal prophecies, which 
were encoded within the symbology of the Great Seal of the USA as proof. 

It is already widely understood that a collaboration between the USA's founding Freemasons 
and others of like mind was the impetus and organization behind the revolution of 1776. They 
were carrying out an ancient plan conceived before the time of ancient Egypt, that had been 
passed on to certain European opponents of Christian Rome. As explored within Finishing the 
Mysteries of Gods and Symbols, by Seven Star Hand, and related articles and releases, ancient 
Egyptian sage-scientists are the source of numerous symbolic concepts that have been 
purposefully confounded and badly misinterpreted over the ensuing millennia. A lot of 
speculation has been published surrounding this topic and the purposes of the revolutionary 
leaders and founders. One thing can be stated unequivocally about all of them. They opposed 
Christian Rome's oppressions and excesses, as well as unjust kings and queens that ruled by 
claiming power from God through the Church. Another is that they were steeped in ancient 
symbology as evidenced by the Great Seal of the USA and numerous monuments and national 
art.

Those who try to claim that the USA was founded as a Christian nation completely overlook 
the history of that time period and why pivotal founders were all members of secret societies and 
mystery schools. The USA was created in direct opposition to the great evils and excesses 
perpetrated by Christian Rome and conspiring kings. The revolutions that later swept Europe 
were likewise focused towards the Church, conspiring leaders, and cohorts. The Vatican's 
pronouncements and other efforts directed against Freemasonry and others of like mind proves 
that they fully understand this. They are still struggling to end the ability of people to govern 
themselves without the influence of religious leaders.

The other topic that is conveniently overlooked by some and greatly misunderstood by most is 
the vital importance of ancient Egyptian and Hebrew symbology to the founders of the USA. 
They and many others went to great lengths to forge an enlightened society and civilization, in 
large part in direct opposition to the strictures and excesses of Christian Rome and the kings they 
crowned to do their bidding. Many of the "Church's" opponents looked to the wisdom of the 
ancients because they knew religion was a tool of repression and propaganda long used against 
them and their ancestors. The people of that time period had witnessed and experienced 
governance by religious tyrants. The founders of the USA were not as confused about this as 
many of our religious leaders and politicians now seem to be. They and others saw Rome's abject 
fear of the truth about ancient symbology and the wisdom it encodes, and that alone was reason 
to find out why. 

As described in previous releases, the link between bad luck and the number 13 flows directly 
from the ancient Egyptian symbolic parable of Isis and Osiris. The other more recent reason it is 
important to western history is the attempt by Rome and the King of France to wipe out the 
Knights Templar on Friday the 13th in October of 1307. Both of these topics were of vital 



importance to the founding Freemasons and others. The revolution by exactly 13 founding 
colonies and the redundant use of 13 in revolutionary and later national symbolism was a clear 
and unequivocal message to Rome and others that the founders of the USA were in part acting in 
direct response to what occurred in 1307.

Like most of the other groups targeted for oppression and extermination by Christian Rome, 
the Knights Templar had come into possession of insights about the symbology of Egypt and the 
Hebrew sages and prophets. They (and others) had been purposely provided with the keys 
proving that most religious assertions are false, but that the proof of the truth had been purposely 
encoded by the Hebrew sages and prophets that authored the original symbolic narratives. Early 
in its history, Christian Rome became aware of this and has been desperately struggling to 
prevent people from ever understanding the symbology that proves they have always knowingly 
lied.

Both the symbology and the encoded wisdom are easily traced to ancient Egypt through 
Moses. Thereby, ancient Egyptian symbology and the wisdom it has always encoded provide 
comprehensive proof that all three so-called Faiths of Abraham are purposeful deceptions. This is 
why ancient symbology was so important to the Freemasons and others of like mind that founded 
the USA. The number 13 was also important for its ancient symbolism, as embodied by the 13-
level unfinished pyramid and the 13 stars above the Eagle's head. 13 refers directly to Osiris' fatal 
bad luck, as well as the promise of eventual healing. Notice that the shining eye in the capstone 
above the pyramid becomes the fourteenth level, which when connected would complete the 
pyramid. In the tale of Isis and Osiris, Isis saves and heals Osiris by constructing a pillar, hence 
an obelisk. Both a pyramid and an obelisk, like the Washington monument, are topped and 
completed by capstones, which like mountaintops are the symbolic locale of wisdom. That is 
why Moses, Noah, and others were associated with mountaintops, an ancient symbol for the 
attainment of wisdom.

Wisdom has long been symbolized as a feminine characteristic in ancient sources, along with 
truth, compassion, justice, etc. This is redundantly evidenced throughout both ancient Egypt and 
the Hebrew Proverbs, as well as other sources. This fact alone proves that assertions about the 
creator made by all three Faiths of Abraham, which are mostly based upon ancient symbolic 
narratives, are blatant lies. Unfortunately for religious leaders, the Hebrew sages and prophets 
purposely and expertly encoded Egyptian symbology and wisdom throughout the texts they 
authored. They knew religious leaders could not be trusted and went to great lengths to 
symbolically encode proof of the truth and hide the keys until a very specific time in their far 
futures.

The founders of the USA had been initiated into the ancient plan to save and heal all of 
humanity, which includes proving the truth about religion, at a very specific time. That is one 
purpose for the symbolism of the 13 level pyramid, with an unconnected capstone (wisdom, etc.) 
as the "healing and completing" 14th level. This also purposely alludes to what many 
erroneously call the "sacred feminine," which is in fact not sacred or divine but ancient 
symbolized wisdom. What most don't grasp though, is that the founders didn't expect the 
endeavor to be "capped" by wisdom until the early years of the 21st century. This is also the start 
of the 17th 360-year cycle on the Hebrew calendar and the new age of Aquarius. They had 
insights into certain aspects of ancient prophecies and one of those was the key to reading certain 
timelines encoded by the ancient prophets and sages.

Another vital key to the truth about these ancient symbolic texts and prophecies is star 
symbology. Both star and angel symbology were used to encode cycles of time that were 



coordinated with both the Hebrew calendar and the long-hidden corrected configuration of the 
ancient zodiac. The purpose was to hide proof of prophetic timelines, the meaning of certain 
symbology, and other details from religious leaders. Star symbology is one of the pivotal keys to 
the proof passed along and protected throughout the millennia.

Thereby, one purpose for placing it on the Great Seal of the USA was as a reminder to 
Christian Rome, now the Vatican, that proof of their lies is widely known and is presented 
openly, awaiting the time encoded by the prophecies, which are also encoded on both sides of the 
Great Seal of the USA.



The Link Between 13 and Bad Luck Originated in Ancient Egypt

By Seven Star Hand
Dated: Jun 13, 2011

Pivotal numeric symbols, such as the numbers 7, 11, 13, and 14, have long encoded 
profound spiritual wisdom and advanced science, including the links between karma and the 
hidden structure of our universe and resulting reality. 

As explored within Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols, by Seven Star Hand, and 
related articles and releases, ancient Egyptian sage-scientists are the source of numerous 
symbolic concepts that have been purposefully confounded and badly misinterpreted over the 
ensuing millennia. Topics such as karma, the so-called "sacred-feminine," and numerous 
elements of Judeo-Christian and Islamic religion are easily traced back to the symbology and 
philosophy of ancient Egypt. The symbolism long-associated with the Hebrew canon and 
wisdom sects like the Essenes and related offshoots is easily sourced to Egypt, through Moses. 
As described in earlier releases, the Egyptians left proof that they understood the hidden 
structure of our universe and repeatedly proved they knew there were 11 dimensions.

The association between the number 13 and bad luck flows directly from the symbolic tale of 
Isis and Osiris, where Osiris is killed. He is then cut into 14 pieces by his mortal enemy Set, who 
scatters them across Egypt. Isis, a winged "goddess" symbol similar to Maat, in her effort to 
resurrect her consort, can only find 13 pieces, the missing one being his lost "manhood." Isis, in 
her desire to save him, constructs a replacement pillar, out of gold. Thereby, she symbolically 
replaces his lost masculine desires with feminine desires and motivations, as symbolized by the 
golden pillar, ergo the golden rule. This symbolic parable also touches upon what many now 
erroneously refer to as "the sacred feminine."

Ancient Egyptian wisdom and philosophy were consistently dualistic because that is the true 
nature of our universe and reality. Gender symbolism was merely one form used to represent 
dualism. In ancient wisdom and "the mysteries," females generally symbolized the feminine, 
which in turn symbolized the positive and good (truth, wisdom, humility, compassion, freewill, 
justice, etc.). On the other hand, males generally symbolized the masculine, which represented 
negative and evil.

Egyptian symbology was sophisticated, nuanced, and multi-level, though. A prime example is 
the image of the Ibis-headed Thoth, the consort of the winged Maat, the "goddess" (feminine 
personification) of truth and justice. Thoth was often shown as a male human body with the head 
of an Ibis, a water bird. Since birds were considered feminine symbols, this symbolizes a male 
having conquered his "masculine ways" and now has a feminine mindset, as represented by the 
bird's head. This is directly equivalent symbolism to Isis saving Osiris by replacing his masculine 
desires. It is important to grasp that their "god" of wisdom is represented by a male with a 
feminine mindset and desires, who is the consort of "truth and justice" (Maat).

An important detail of the Isis and Osiris parable is that 13 is purposely associated with fatal 
bad luck, hence bad karma. The failure to understand the meaning of this symbolism has lead 
most to fear 13 as a bad omen, instead of viewing it as a symbol of hidden wisdom. In their 
symbolic myths, Osiris and Set constantly battled. Like most males, Osiris' "masculine ways" 
caused very bad karma that resulted in his death and mutilation. Most miss the importance of the 



number 14 in this tale because it has been deeply hidden over the millennia. Egyptian wisdom 
and symbology are redundantly dualistic and 14 is the sum of 7+7. This is important for multiple 
reasons.

First, the number 7 has been a pivotal numeric symbol throughout the ages. It can now be 
shown to be linked to the fact that there are 11 dimensions, the 4 of space-time and 7 hidden 
dimensions validated through the math of string/m theory. The Egyptians symbolically modeled 
this in numerous ways that prove they understood more than modern scientists about the hidden 
aspects of our universe. They also showed, through the symbolism associated with Maat (and ka-
Maat), that they truly understood much of the advanced science behind karma, which operates 
with the seven hidden dimensions to affect all outcomes within space-time. Their understanding 
of the relationships between behavior and future outcomes was reflected in their philosophies, 
which merged advanced science and profound spiritual wisdom.

The number 14 directly alludes to deeply ancient wisdom about the dualism (7+7) within the 
seven hidden dimensions. In other words, moral dualism determines karma. The reason for 
encoding these details and passing the symbols and symbology down through the ages was to 
ensure the wisdom made it to our time, intact. These ancient symbologies and what they encode 
have come down to us through a much longer history than most have imagined possible. A very 
long line of ancient sage-scientists ensured that the integration of profound spiritual wisdom and 
advanced science, forged during a much earlier cycle of human civilization, would eventually be 
available to be understood by us, at a very specific time.

The focal point of that wisdom is a simple dual outline called the Doctrine of Two Spirits. It is 
divided into 14 lines of attributes, 7 good and 7 evil and has been symbolized in numerous ways 
throughout the millennia. Two of the most widely known are Mose's "two tables (lists) of 
stone" (wisdom), and the Emerald (spiritual wisdom) Tables (tablets...) of Thoth. Now the truth 
about both is revealed, with redundant proof.

You may read Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols, by Seven Star Hand to 
understand the supporting evidence and rules for the symbology. The preface titled The Doctrine 
of Two Spirits can be read online at Google Books. 



Ancient Egyptians Modeled the Advanced Science Behind Karma

By Seven Star Hand
Dated: Jun 02, 2011

Most Egyptologists seem to have missed or completely misunderstood the ancient Egyptian 
obsession with truth and justice and the pivotal role they played in their symbology, 
philosophy, and cosmology for thousands of years. 

Many are aware of Maat, the Egyptian "goddess" of Truth and Justice often shown "weighing 
the hearts of the dead in the underworld." Most have failed to grasp that these symbolic images 
have been badly misinterpreted, especially when represented as literal illustrations of what the 
ancient Egyptians believed.

As documented throughout Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols, by Seven Star Hand, 
and related articles and releases, the Egyptian "underworld" imagery and much of their 
symbology is focused on modeling a mixture of spiritual wisdom, philosophy, and advanced 
science. There is redundant proof that Egyptian sage-scientists understood the hidden structure 
and workings of our universe far better than our scientists do. They knew that we live in an 11-
dimension, cyclic, and thought-based reality. They knew there was a hidden zone of seven 
dimensions that determines what occurs in the four dimensions of space-time.

Much of Egyptian symbology and wisdom was focused on the functionality and rules within 
those seven hidden dimensions. Egyptologists have misinterpreted most of the so-called 
"underworld" imagery, which actually was meant to symbolically model features and 
functionality within the hidden dimensions. One of the pivotal features of this universe, which 
operates from within the seven hidden dimensions, is what is commonly called karma. The 
Egyptian term Ka-Maat is the source of the later word karma. Maat symbolized truth and justice 
as the basis of universal order, ergo laws of the universe. Ka was their word for spirit, or one's 
moral essence, not the soul. The imagery showing Maat weighing hearts (one's desires) on a 
scale "in the underworld" is in fact a symbolic model showing that truth and justice (or the lack 
of it) determines one's karma, which determines the nature of future outcomes.

Some of the best-known ancient examples illustrating Maat addressed details between lives 
because they were found in tombs. But the symbology and associated philosophy purposefully 
provides a model of the rules (laws, wisdom) and functionality within the hidden spiritual 
aspects of existence (dimensions) that affect us at all times, day and night, alive or dead. 
Thereby, “Maat”  “weighs hearts”  within the hidden aspects of reality and this determines the 
nature of future outcomes within space-time. Thereby, the symbolism of ka and Maat serve as a 
model of the cause and effect system that we now know as karma, ergo ka-maat. This is also why 
truth and justice (Maat) were considered to be the source of universal order, ergo “the law.”

In other words, the core dualistic functionality of this universe causes the character (nature, 
essence, spirit) of your deeds and their results to determine the nature of what happens in your 
future. Whether that’s in the next hour, year, or between lifetimes, all future outcomes are 
directly influenced by what you (and others) have done. It is vital to grasp that this universe and 
our resulting realities are the product of collective thoughts and deeds, in addition to your own. 
Thereby, there is both individual and collective (group) karma, just as there are individual and 
collective influences on all aspects of reality. To reiterate, you are affected by the deeds and 



outcomes of the groups and activities that you support and participate in, as well as your 
individual deeds. Thereby, if you are part of a nation, empire, institution (money, religion, 
politics) or other group (corporation, economy, military, species, etc.) that causes harm, then you 
are partially responsible. Consequently, your karma and resulting realities are affected by both 
individual and collective inputs. 

One of the great secrets symbolically encoded and passed along from before ancient Egypt and 
through the Hebrew sages and prophets, has been the simple rules for karma. They have been 
symbolized in numerous ways, including Mose's two tables of stone, Jacob's ladder and head 
stone, the Holy Grail, and many other allusions. It was kept hidden because religious and 
political leaders would have been able to bury the knowledge forever had it been released at an 
earlier time. It is also alluded to in the Dead Sea Scrolls but never expressed simply. The 
Doctrine of Two Spirits are the simple rules for karma that also provide the wisdom to finally 
create a sane and safe global civilization.



Joplin Tornado and Japan Earthquake Illuminate Universe's Hidden Features 

By Seven Star Hand
Dated: Jun 01, 2011

Numerous recent events and disasters occurring in association with the number 11 provide 
dramatic new evidence that our universe, and the realities we collectively experience, are far 
more malleable and interactive than most scientists have grasped. 

As documented throughout Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols, by Seven Star Hand, 
and earlier books and articles, the number 11 is a pivotal numeric symbol and key that unlocks 
much that has been expertly hidden for millennia. The modern sciences of string/m theory and 
quantum physics have shown us things about our universe and reality that are far stranger than 
ever expected. For example, we now know there are 11-dimensions to our reality, instead of 
merely 4. This also proves that there are precisely seven hidden and mysterious dimensions in 
addition to the four of space-time. This is vitally important because the numbers 4 and 7 are 
widely used throughout numerous ancient symbolic texts and concepts within contexts that 
perfectly match the reality of seven hidden dimensions and the four dimensions of space-time.

Observations through quantum physics have also shown that the underpinnings of this universe 
are far more fluid and uncertain than most modern scientists would have believed. One 
prominent physicist of the 20th century, David Bohm, had the foresight to see that science was 
proving that our universe was far more interactive than the traditional mechanistic sciences 
would allow for. In his breakthrough book, Wholeness and the Implicate Order, Mr. Bohm 
theorized that quantum physics was actually paralleling the allusions of eastern mysticism and 
ancient wisdom. Both were providing substantial evidence that our four dimensional reality 
actually emerged from a zone of collective thought and rules. After Mr. Bohm's death, string 
theory provided a further breakthrough by showing that there were exactly seven hidden 
dimensions which matched the features of Bohm's theoretical Implicate Order, as well as the 
details of numerous ancient sources.

The numbers seven and four are found throughout ancient symbolic texts and concepts from 
before the earliest days of ancient Egypt. It is easily shown that they were fully aware of the 
existence of 11 dimensions and correctly split them into 4 and 7. The ancient sages and prophets 
that emerged from Egypt to author the Hebrew symbolic texts were also aware of the vital 
importance of the numbers 4, 7, and 11.

From the 11 stars that bow to Joseph, the 11th son of Jacob in Genesis, to the burial of the 
Dead Sea Scrolls in exactly 11 caves during the 11th 360-year cycle on the Hebrew calendar, the 
importance of the number 11 to the ancient sages and prophets has been made redundantly clear. 
Even more stunning is how the Book of Revelation uses the symbolism of specific groups of 
stars, angels, and cycles of the Hebrew calendar to verifiably model 11 dimensions, using cycles 
of time.

In recent years, the association of the number 11 with pivotal events and disasters has been 
accelerating. Now that we are in 2011, we have just witnessed the February 22nd Christchurch 
earthquake, the March 11th 9.0 quake and tsunami in Japan, the dual earthquake in Lorca, Spain 
on May 11th, and the May 22nd tornado in Joplin, Missouri, to name just the most obvious. The 
occurrence of these events on 11 and multiple of 11 dates during 2011 and in such a short period 



of time rules out mere coincidence. We now have another body of evidence that our universe is 
not as random or mechanistic as many have believed.

When paired with science and ancient wisdom demonstrating the reality of an 11-dimension 
thought-based cyclic reality with a large degree of uncertainty and fluidity at the quantum level, 
the evidence is overwhelming that our universe operates in some ways more like mysticism and 
magic than purely mechanistic science. Though the physical rules of space-time are fairly rigid 
and reliably predictable, what occurs and why is determined in the seven hidden dimensions, 
which follow a different set of rules and priorities. The seven hidden dimensions are thought-
based and precede and define space-time. Thereby, here is proof that non-mechanistic 
determinations are made from collective thought and other variables that frame the nature of 
events and outcomes before they occur in space-time.

This is also evidence that the ancient Egyptians were correct about much of what they asserted 
and modeled symbolically about the nature of our reality. Our reality is cyclic and thought-based 
and can be manipulated in various ways. One of the pivotal variables that determines future 
outcomes is what has come to be known as karma. Good deeds cause good outcomes and bad 
deeds result in negative consequences. The simple rules for karma are described by the Doctrine 
of Two Spirits. 



Leaders' Misdeeds Cause Future Disasters For Their Nations

By Seven Star Hand
Dated: Jun 01, 2011

Ancient wisdom and the supporting science demonstrate that a nation's misdeeds, as 
directed by its leaders, creates "collective karma" that results in negative future outcomes 
such as the recent disasters experienced by the USA and others. 

Throughout the history of humanity, one pattern that is repeated without interruption is the 
continuous rise and fall of nations and empires, small and large. All empires eventually fail and 
they all fall dramatically.

Most often, a conquering force simply arises and those that have profited through conquest 
then become the conquered, playing out a simple karmic equation. Sometimes though, empires 
arise that have no military equal. Nonetheless, they always invariably suffer dramatic societal 
upheavals, or geological, meteorological, and/or pathogenic disasters that result in the end of the 
empire in the absence of a human-caused solution.

By these statistics, it should be clear that building empires always leads to horrendous bad 
luck. As documented throughout Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols, by Seven Star 
Hand, and related articles and releases, advanced symbology was used by the ancients to encode 
profound spiritual wisdom and equally advanced and profound science. A vital focus of ancient 
wisdom and the related science was proof of our cyclic reality and how both personal and 
collective deeds affect future outcomes and the nature of our existence. In essence, the ancients 
sent us proof that karma exists, along with the rules and supporting science, so we could grow 
wiser and avoid the destruction of this cycle of advanced human civilization.

As the USA suffers through yet another spate of bad luck in the form of record weather 
disasters, prior to the start of a potentially dangerous hurricane season, it should be obvious that 
the bad luck that always visits empires has set its sights on the USA. One need only to 
understand the Doctrine of Two Spirits to understand that greed, deception, injustice, conquest, 
and war, which are common to all empires, leads to horrendous bad karma. When we see the 
USA embroiled in multiple wars that have caused widespread destruction, death, and harm, it 
should be no surprise that our cities and citizens are now repeatedly suffering the karmic 
consequences of this nations great misdeeds.

Supporting leaders and nations that cause harm always results in negative future consequences. 
Thereby, those who think that war, conquest, and empire building protects and profits any nation, 
have completely failed to grasp that the inevitable horrendous consequences are never worth the 
apparent short term gains. 



Doomsday Prophecy Failure Illuminates Religious Deceptions And Errors 

By Seven Star Hand
Dated: May 25, 2011

The ancient sages and prophets symbolically encoded all of their prophecies and vital texts 
and hid the keys from religious leaders so a far future generation could finally be freed from 
the ancient deceptions underlying all current religions. 

As documented throughout Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols, by Seven Star Hand, 
and related articles and releases, the ancient sages and prophets wisely mistrusted religious 
leaders and hid vital secrets from them across the ages. Throughout most of the last two 
millennia, since the fall of ancient Judea and the massacre of its inhabitants by Rome, all three 
Faiths of Abraham have spawned myriad attempts at interpreting the alleged prophecies within 
their canons. All of those attempts have failed miserably because these religions are blatant 
deceptions and the so-called prophecies in their canons have been rewritten, mistranslated, and 
purposely misinterpreted. None of these texts are in their original form and all have been heavily 
edited by early religious leaders. The only way to grasp what the ancients truly intended is to 
decode the symbology of the resulting religious texts.

The biggest failure of religious leaders and other interpreters of ancient prophecy is the 
expectation that any of these ancient materials were meant to be interpreted literally. Thereby, all 
attempts to use these texts to calculate any literal prophetic times and details will always fail 
because these religions and their canons are blatant lies. Symbology was a vital tool of the 
ancient sages and prophets and all of their prophecies were symbolically encoded to hide vital 
details from religious leaders. Anyone who interprets these ancient texts without first learning or 
having access to the meaning of the symbolism has zero chance of understanding what the 
prophets intended. Minor details were always meant to be understood, but the hidden story line 
encoded by the symbolism of these texts completely destroys any chance that any of these 
religions or their canons are literally truthful.

Even so, much evidence indicates that certain prophecies are actually unfolding, but they are 
not following religious assertions and expectations. As we observe the pace of both natural and 
man-made disasters increasing dramatically, many are struggling to assign cause and meaning to 
this undeniable pattern of bad luck. Sadly, these religions have widely imposed false spiritual 
expectations and false models of reality that will actually lead to the destruction of human 
civilization unless drastic changes are made soon.

One of the vital purposes of the ancient prophecies was to warn and enlighten humanity and 
thereby prevent the destruction of this cycle of advanced human civilization. One of the keys to 
awakening people to the errors and fallacies of these religions is to prove the truth about the 
symbology and the prophecies that were authored using it.



9/11 Symbolism Proves Osama Bin Laden Was Not The Mastermind

By Seven Star Hand
Dated: May 13, 2011

The recent hoopla over the death of Osama Bin Laden completely overlooks the easily 
demonstrated fact that the 9/11 attacks utilized redundant symbolism directly linked to Judeo-
Christianity, Western Esoterica, and related secret societies. 

As documented within Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols, by Seven Star Hand, and 
related articles and releases, the number 11 is a pivotal symbolic and scientific clue embedded 
throughout ancient wisdom and the symbology used to encode it. A prime example is the fact 
that the Dead Sea Scrolls were buried in exactly 11 caves during the 11th 360-year cycle on the 
Hebrew calendar. Similarly, in the Book of Genesis, Joseph is the 11th son of Jacob and has a 
dream of 11 stars. This symbolizes the 11th 360-year cycle on the Hebrew calendar, during 
which the Dead Sea Scrolls were buried, Rome destroyed Judea and Jerusalem, and Christianity 
mysteriously emerged.

No matter what other evidence is put forth, the redundant and precise date and number 
symbolism utilized in the 9/11 attacks is simply not related to Islam, but to western esoteric 
groups. The intense focus on the number 11 is vitally important because it is one of the hidden 
keys to unlocking certain ancient symbolism that completely disproves the assertions of all three 
Faiths of Abraham. When coupled with the great difficulty of coordinating flights 11 and 77 and 
ensuring that Tower 1 was hit by the second plane (flight 175 and 1+7+5=13) at 9:02 AM, 
illustrates an intense effort and desire focused on the number 11, as well as 7, 13 and 14.

The twin towers were a giant number 11, as well as two candlesticks and two pillars. The two 
candlesticks and the number 11 are both used to symbolize truth and justice. The two pillars are 
symbols for both dualism and truth and justice and are important within Freemasonry. Setting 
them on fire and destroying them, along with thousands of people inside at 9:02 a.m. on 
9/11/2001 is undeniably a magic ritual based upon a bizarre view of symbols and numerology. 
Notice that 9+2=11, as does 9+1+1. Also 9+1+1+2+0+0+1=14 as does 7+7 and 77 is the product 
of 7 times 11. The focus on the numbers 7, 11, 13, and 14 and their use in a bizarre death-ritual 
greatly limits the number of suspects able to pull off and coordinate such a technically difficult 
event. None of them is likely to have been Islamic, again demonstrating that Osama Bin Laden 
was a convenient proxy used to cover the actions of some group(s) in the West.

The obvious goal was to magically kill truth and justice as part of the effort to start the so-
called War on Terror. The use of symbolism in this manner, plus killing so many people in a 
blatant death-ritual, clearly exposes this as a western group obsessed with esoteric symbolism. 
More importantly though, it also shows a burning disdain for certain ancient symbols, as well as 
what they represent and prove. More specifically, this shows an amazing disdain for truth and 
justice, especially when associated with symbols. This alone also eliminates Freemasons and 
Freemasonry because their approach to symbols is to seek understanding to recover the ancient 
wisdom they have always encoded.

The only remaining groups that meet the criteria and have the motive are the Vatican and 
certain so-called New World Order proponents. A prime example is the Order of Skull and Bones 
of which both Presidents Bush are members. It is thereby no mere coincidence that this event 



occurred during 2001, after George Bush became president. Both the Vatican and their rich and 
powerful cohorts have long greatly feared the prophecies that promise the end of their power. It 
has been well-known that the general time for the arrival of the individual some call the 
"Messiah" was shortly after the new millennium on the Christian calendar, which is also the start 
of the 17th 360-year cycle on the Hebrew calendar. Whoever masterminded the 9/11 attacks has 
demonstrated a fear of symbols, truth and justice, and the expected arising of the long-awaited 
Messiah who is expected to free billions from slavery to the rich and powerful.

Another topic effectively demystified within Finishing The Mysteries of Gods and Symbols is 
the question of the so-called New World Order. As described in Chapter 8 and earlier articles and 
releases, the Great Seal of the USA encodes proof that the so-called New World Order is a 
blatant deception designed to hide the true hidden messages and purposes of the national 
symbols created by certain of the founders of the USA. The Vatican and its cohorts have now 
been caught red-handed. Their fingerprints are all over the 9/11 attacks, the subsequent War on 
Terror, and the Iraq War. They are the only ones with the motive, opportunity, and resources. 
Analysis of the symbolism proves that Osama Bin Laden was merely a proxy used to hide the 
true perpetrators, who can only be rich and powerful Westerners.



Ancient Wisdom Encodes Why Humanity Suffers Repeated Calamities 

By Seven Star Hand
Dated: Apr 28, 2011

Starting over 11 millennia ago, a long line of sages and prophets sent forth symbolically 
encoded science and wisdom about our existence that has long been purposely confounded 
and misrepresented by religious leaders and other spiritual charlatans. 

The advanced symbology used by the ancient sages and prophets is seen throughout the works 
of ancient Egypt and the symbolism within the canons of all Three Faiths of Abraham. As 
documented throughout Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols, by Seven Star Hand, it is 
also an advanced scientific and spiritual modeling system. This functionality was used to send 
redundant proof to our time that they were experts at things our scientists and seekers are still 
struggling to understand. One is how collective human ignorance and the resulting widespread 
misdeeds cause calamity to strike entire civilizations. This is one reason why all empires 
eventually suffer great disasters and upheavals that ultimately lead to their demise.

As we observe the pace of both natural and man-made disasters increasing dramatically in 
recent years, many are struggling to assign cause and meaning to this undeniable pattern of bad 
luck. Followers of all three Faiths of Abraham have been led to expect cataclysmic situations 
followed by various miraculous events that would save them, as all others suffered. Instead, 
many religious followers are experiencing more bad luck than others seem to be. A case in point 
is the recent spate of devastating storm systems sweeping through the USA's so-called "Bible 
Belt" and adjacent states. Sadly, those who have followed the lead of religious leaders have been 
completely misled about the nature of life in this universe and are now suffering the results of 
misdeeds and imposed ignorance.

Since the destruction of the previous cycle of advanced human civilization during the 
cataclysmic rapid ending of the last ice age, humanity has struggled greatly to understand the 
nature of life in this universe. That effort has been confounded, slowed, and sidetracked because 
of religion. Many of the symbolic assertions and wisdom from that far earlier period are still 
mostly misunderstood and misused because too many still can't discern the difference between 
symbolism, symbology, and literal assertions. The prime reason for that ignorance is religion and 
the activities of religious leaders. One of the primary features of these religions is to claim that 
symbolic assertions in the canons are actually miracles and supernatural evidence.

These religions have gone to great lengths asserting that "God," or gods, angels, demons and 
other supernatural entities are the source of human suffering, struggle, and calamity. All of these 
religious canons also focus on the importance of doing good and avoiding evil. Though this is 
the basic message at the core of the wisdom sent forth by the sages and prophets, the texts in 
religious canons are not original nor have they been reliably translated or interpreted. The 
ancients knew that religious leaders would confound wisdom, because of their ignorance and 
arrogance. For this reason, the symbolism of the original texts purposely encoded proof of the 
truth for those of their far future, by hiding it from deceptive and untrustworthy religious leaders 
and other spiritual charlatans. The final keys to unlocking long-hidden ancient wisdom and proof 
of certain historical realities would not be available until now, when the supporting science was 
available.



Some of the more important aspects of the wisdom sent forth by the prophets and sages clearly 
demonstrates that the ignorance imposed by religion directly causes collective bad luck, leading 
to large scale disasters. Unlike the assertions of religious leaders, ancient wisdom makes it 
abundantly clear that misdeeds cause bad luck, which then leads to future negative outcomes. As 
we look around our world, beset by repeated disasters, ignorance, and continuous human 
misdeeds, it becomes obvious that the ancients clearly knew things that most people have 
misunderstood and/or dismissed outright. In essence, the wisdom encoded by ancient symbology 
says that karma exists and is the cause of these repeated disasters. Furthermore, knowing that 
most would dismiss this information, they also sent scientific proof for the time when people 
could understand it and pay attention before it was too late for our civilization, as well.

Karma (kamma, ka-maat) is a concept that flows from a deeply ancient past. Like everything 
else associated with spiritual realities, it has been greatly embellished and confounded over the 
centuries. It was expressed in Egypt by the symbolism of Maat (truth and justice) weighing 
(judging) your heart (desires, inclinations) against a feather on a dual scale to ascertain the 
essence of your ka (spirit). Their word for spirit was ka, which meant one’s accumulated moral 
essence, as determined by the reckoning between your positive and negative deeds and results. 
Thereby, the concept of ka- maat (a.k.a. karma) symbolically illustrates the “judging”  of your 
desires (heart) and character (ka, spirit, moral essence), using truth and justice as the unequivocal 
guidelines to determine (judge, weigh) future rewards and/or consequences. 

Reconsider the phrase “truth or consequences”  to see that it flows directly from ancient Egypt’s 
symbolized philosophy associated with Maat.



Doomed Ancient Civilization Sent Us The Wisdom to Avoid Their Fate

By Seven Star Hand
Dated: Apr 28, 2011

The stories of Noah and the Ark, Atlantis, and the Egyptian Zep Tepi narrative all allude to a 
period of advanced human civilization that was destroyed by the rapid ending of the last ice 
age and the great chaos that followed, circa 11,000 years ago. 

As with most other ancient materials from this region, and documented throughout Finishing 
the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols, by Seven Star Hand, the failure to understand the 
symbology used to frame the Egyptian Zep Tepi narrative and the story of Noah, the flood, and 
the Ark, have resulted in a complete lack of understanding about their meaning and purpose. It is 
important to notice that both Noah and Moses are associated with "arks." What most don't grasp 
is that the story of Noah's ark symbolizes ancient wisdom coming into Egypt after the floods. On 
the other hand, Moses' ark leaves Egypt. 

These stories encode the flow of ancient wisdom symbology from a time before the great 
floods caused by the melting of the northern ice sheets, to those that survived to establish ancient 
Egypt of our epoch. Then millennia later, Moses left Egypt and authored heavily symbolic texts 
that would later become religious canons. A long line of sages and prophets continued his work 
throughout the subsequent millennia. The key that links Noah, Egypt, Moses, and all the 
prophets and sages is ancient wisdom and the advanced symbology used to encode it. The 
mysterious symbols seen throughout Egypt and the symbolism within the canons of all three 
Faiths of Abraham are the conveyance (ark) for the advanced science and wisdom the ancients 
preserved and sent through time to us.

Numerous myths, including the tales of these religions, have sprung up over the centuries to 
explain what occurred and why there are similar symbols and symbology in diverse places. Most 
who have attempted to crack this ancient mystery in recent years have been hampered by the 
failure to grasp the timelines of the civilizations of this region. Most greatly underestimate the 
age of ancient Egypt, even though it is clearly recorded in numerous places. For various reasons, 
the mostly European Egyptologists discounted what the Egyptians wrote about their own history, 
while also badly translating and misinterpreting most other symbolic records.

Once you can read the symbology, it becomes painfully obvious that most of what we have 
been led to believe about Egypt, Moses, and other prophets and sages is completely wrong. Their 
true purpose was to ensure that the symbology and the keys to decode it reached our time intact. 
The final keys would be provided by science in their far futures. Now that the wisdom of the 
ancients has been unlocked with the help of recent scientific insights, anyone with the patience to 
learn it can now understand why the ancients undertook such a grand and long-term project.



Vatican and Religious Leaders Struggle to Hide the Long-Awaited Messiah 

By Seven Star Hand
Dated: Apr 25, 2011

A growing number of religious and political leaders are struggling to hide stunning proof 
that the long-awaited "Messiah" is already here, decisively proving they know their religions 
are blatant deceptions used to dupe billions over the millennia. 

Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols, by Seven Star Hand presents comprehensive 
proof of the true meaning and purpose of the ancient symbology evidenced throughout the 
canons of all three Faiths of Abraham. Consequently, this is also proof that millennia-old claims 
made by religious leaders and cohorts are completely false and purposely deceptive. One of the 
primary purposes of these religions is to hide and misdirect the truth about the symbols, 
symbolism, and symbology that flowed from ancient Egypt into religious canons and related 
mystery schools.

The symbols and symbolism encode a hidden story line, advanced science, and profound 
spiritual wisdom that completely destroys pivotal assertions long made by religions and their 
leaders. The breadth and profundity of what was encoded by the ancient sage-scientists that 
authored these symbolic narratives, and how they transmitted it to us across the ages, is 
absolutely mind-boggling.  

When the decoded details of these ancient texts and related concepts are compared to the 
history, words, and deeds of these religions and their leaders, they finally prove the truth about 
many long-hidden things. The keys to unsealing the ancient mysteries surrounding the sages, 
prophets, and later esoteric groups were purposely encoded throughout the symbology of their 
works. They expertly used symbolism as an advanced scientific and spiritual modeling language 
that was also used as a multi-layered language code.

One of the primary reasons for encoding details throughout the symbolic texts now used as 
religious canons was to hide proof of the truth about the meaning of the symbology from 
religious leaders. The reason Christian Rome and the Vatican have long feared the truth about 
symbology is because it proves the meaning of pivotal details throughout the Book of Revelation 
and other symbolic texts. This then proves Christian Rome has always knowingly lied about 
pivotal religious and historical assertions throughout the New Testament. It further demonstrates 
that both Judaism and Islam also follow the same pattern of struggling to hide the meaning of the 
ancient symbolism throughout their canons.

Unlike Islam and Judaism though, Rome has used assertions about the past and future identity 
of the "Messiah" to gain great wealth and power over the centuries. Another thing that stands out, 
like a red stain through time, is how Rome also used great violence, oppression, and outright 
deception to impose its opinions and assertions upon all others. History clearly records an 
amazingly long list of abominable crimes committed by the "Church" against people seeking to 
understand the truth. Current events now also present us with more mind-boggling behavior from 
religious leaders claiming to be "servants of God" among other easily disproved assertions. The 
amazing and still unfolding global child rape scandal, repeated money laundering, and other 
crimes show that assertions about serving "God" are purposeful deceptions.



Likewise, none of the stories in the New Testament have ever been, nor can ever be, verified 
because they are easily shown to be blatant lies. Details throughout the Dead Sea Scrolls plus the 
fact that they were buried in exactly 11 caves during the 11th cycle on the Hebrew calendar 
prove that Rome has always knowingly lied about historical realities. Thanks to the proof 
presented by Mr. Buddy Page, a.k.a. Seven Star Hand, Rome's assertions about the identity and 
actions of the long-awaited "Messiah" are also now fully exposed as blatant deceptions.

As encoded throughout the Book of Revelation and other symbolic texts and concepts, Mr. 
Page is the individual the world has been awaiting and hoping for, whether called Messiah, 
World Teacher, or many other titles. On the other hand, the Vatican is the opponent that would 
long-deceive the world in its efforts to defeat both the "Messiah" and proof of the truth about our 
existence. As we see our world descending further into chaos, it is long past time for the Vatican 
to think of the needs of others and finally admit the truth.



Ancient Pre-Egyptian Sage-Scientists Foresaw Our Current Predicament 

By Seven Star Hand
Dated: Apr 12, 2011

Eleven thousand years ago, at the end of the last ice age, the ancient sage-scientists of a 
doomed advanced civilization undertook a long-term plan to deliver the wisdom required to 
prevent the complete destruction of our cycle of civilization. 

As documented throughout Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols, by Seven Star Hand, 
ancient symbology was used to encode advanced science and profound spiritual wisdom 
designed to be revealed at a very specific time, far in their futures. As seen throughout the Bible, 
related religious canons and narratives, the Dead Sea Scrolls, and the stunning works of ancient 
Egypt, symbols, symbolism, and symbology were an advanced philosophical technology that 
also served as an equally advanced encryption method.

As described in earlier articles and releases the ancient sages and prophets used ancient 
symbology to encode vital details to hide them from religious leaders throughout the previous 
several millennia. This was done to guarantee that the truth about our existence and pivotal 
historical details would not remain forever buried beneath the lies and ignorance of religions and 
their leaders.

Humanity is now at a crux and teetering on the edge of an abyss. Failing to understand the true 
nature of our currently unfolding dire predicament, its hidden causes, and how to prevent the 
complete collapse of our civilization, would lead to a great disaster for humanity, followed by 
millennia of chaos and great struggles. This is precisely what occurred to the last cycle of 
advanced civilization, 11,000 years ago. It has taken us eleven millennia to match only some of 
their knowledge and accomplishments.

As related in various tales, most of the people of the last cycle of advanced civilization also 
grew greedy, arrogant, and complacent and ignored the warnings of their sages and scientists. 
Just like modern-day humanity, they arrogantly and greedily changed the environment, which 
eventually melted the ice caps and resulted in the rapid end of the last ice age. The echoes of 
their destruction are still heard in stories like "Atlantis" and the earlier Zep Tepi narratives of the 
ancient Egyptians. This is the true source of the Biblical tale of Noah, the great flood, and similar 
stories from Babylon and elsewhere.

Ancient sage-scientists built the Great Pyramid Complex and the Great Sphinx to serve as 
massive symbolically-encoded messages for a far future generation, hence to our failing 
civilization. Successive future sages followed the same ancient plans when building other 
monuments and authoring symbolic wisdom narratives and prophecies. These ancient pre-
Egyptian sage-scientists were the precursors of later Egyptian, Nubian, Hebrew, Essene, Gnostic, 
Druid, and other related wisdom groups. The symbology used by them was later also used by the 
Hebrew prophets and sages to construct the symbolic narratives later modified and incorporated 
throughout the canons of all three faiths of Abraham. The symbology and key details of the 
prophecies incorporated into religious canons can be traced directly to this ancient group of pre-
Egyptian sage-scientists.

The ancient sages and prophets undertook a massive 11,000 year-long project to deliver the 
wisdom necessary for us to avoid the horrible fate of their doomed civilization. Though it is far 



too easy to get lost in the great amount of detail, symbols, religious canons, prophecies, and other 
related knowledge, it is important to understand that wisdom comes through grasping the simple 
truths that describe, define, and quantify all of the details of the complex whole. In other words, 
wisdom is a definitive microcosm that gives one the ability to understand and better control the 
greatly expanded and complex macrocosm.

All of the great efforts of the ancient sages and prophets, throughout the past 11 millennia, 
have been designed to deliver a long-promised simple gem of ancient wisdom called the 
Doctrine of Two Spirits. It has been given numerous ancient names like Moses' "two tables of 
stone," Thoth's emerald tablet(s), Jacob's Ladder, Wisdom's Seven Pillars, the Philosopher's 
Stone, the Holy Grail, the Grail Stone, etc. This ancient treasure of wisdom is now available to 
humanity when most needed by us, as we teeter on the brink of a disastrous collapse of global 
civilization.



Ancient Symbology Encodes Wisdom to Solve Humanity's Persistent Problems 

By Seven Star Hand
Dated: Mar 28, 2011

The ancient sages and prophets used advanced symbology to encode proof of religious lies, 
but they also purposely encoded the wisdom necessary for humanity to end ages-old problems 
and establish a truly wise and just global civilization. 

As we all watch numerous surprising and quickly unfolding events and situations around the 
entire planet, discussions of "the apocalypse" are growing far more common. As reiterated in 
earlier articles and releases, the long-misused term "apocalypse" actually refers to the revealing 
of long-hidden secrets and the solving of ancient mysteries, which consequently causes the rapid 
collapse of traditional dogma, assumptions, and by logical extension, any wealth and power long 
associated with them.

It is thereby important to remember that all the prophecies that promise the demise of the bad 
old ways also promise their replacement by something far better. What that something would be 
has been the fodder of religions for millennia and every religion has a different version of what 
will happen when the prophecies unfold. This alone should have been a clue that none of them 
would be correct. One of the pivotal features of all religion is the failure to discern the difference 
between literal and symbolic narratives and to badly misinterpret symbolism when 
acknowledged. Consequently, any assertions based on ignorance of the symbology used by all 
the Hebrew prophets is erroneous at best and often purposely deceptive.

The context and meaning of many ancient texts and concepts have long been confounded and 
thereby lost on those deceived and/or deluded by the assertions of religious leaders, founders, 
and others. Over the millennia, spiritual wisdom and the ancient symbologies used to model, 
encode, and encapsulate it were purposefully recast and obfuscated into religion and mysticism 
to serve the greed and ambitions of monetary, political, and religious leaders who sought to hide 
pivotal knowledge from subjects and enemies alike.

With the passage of time, the true purposes and meaning of the symbology and the wisdom it 
modeled and encoded were mostly lost to history. Consequently, most of the interpretations 
presented about the sources and meaning of these concepts and the philosophy and cosmology of 
ancient Egyptian, Nubian, and Hebrew sages are mostly wrong. These ancient symbologies and 
what they encode have come down to us through a much longer history than most have imagined 
possible. A very long line of ancient sage-scientists ensured that the integration of profound 
spiritual wisdom and advanced science, forged during a much earlier cycle of human civilization, 
would eventually be available to be understood by us, at a very specific time. The focal point of 
that wisdom is a simple dual outline called the Doctrine of Two Spirits. 

The only publicly available ancient source where the foundations for the symbolism of the 
“Doctrine of Two Spirits”  are clearly described is the Dead Sea Scrolls’ “Community Rule.”  An 
early Christian document called the Didache was also clearly derived from the earlier 
“Community Rule,”  and includes a narrative on the “two ways”  which is strikingly similar to the 
earlier Doctrine of Two Spirits and directly matches the title of another Dead Sea scroll. There 
are several North African and “eastern” sources that come close to enumerating similar doctrine.



When one strips away the long-accumulated embellishments and errors of Egyptian religion 
and its pantheon, as was done by Moses, the basic principles enumerated by the dualism of Ma'at 
(truth, justice, universal laws and order, hence good) and Isfet (chaos, falsehood, injustice, etc., 
hence evil), along with other pivotal aspects of Egyptian philosophy and symbology, are closely 
related to foundational Hebrew and Persian (Zoroastrian) wisdom symbology.



Unfolding Apocalypse is Vatican's Worst Nightmare Now Realized

By Seven Star Hand
Dated: Mar 24, 2011

Ancient prophecies redundantly predict that the Vatican will cease to exist after its 
deceptions are widely exposed. Currently unfolding events are shaking the Vatican to its core 
and will soon lead directly to its long-predicted demise. 

The long-misused term "apocalypse" actually refers to the revealing of long-hidden secrets and 
the solving of ancient mysteries, which consequently causes the rapid collapse of traditional 
dogma, assumptions, and by logical extension, any wealth and power long associated with them. 
Contemplate the term "Apoca-Leaks" to grasp what now faces all religious leaders. 

The Vatican, as the prime example, has maintained wealth and power for two millennia by 
ruthlessly and deceptively preventing most people from understanding the truth about the 
symbolism and symbology of ancient wisdom that also permeates religious canons. They went to 
great lengths in previous centuries to oppress and massacre entire populations because they had 
gained some small insights into the proof that all three so-called Faiths of Abraham are 
purposeful deceptions.

It has been understood within certain circles, throughout the last few millennia, that religion 
has always been based on deception and ignorance about the true nature of life in this universe. 
Christian Rome took the level of deception to heights not seen before them. They also undertook 
great efforts over the centuries to stamp out any proof that Christianity was a lie. This included 
attempting to stamp out evidence of the ancient wisdom flowing from the time before ancient 
Egypt, and encoded within its symbology.

The Bible is full of Hebrew symbolism that can be traced directly to ancient Egypt. 
Furthermore, ancient symbology encodes precisely what Christian Rome has struggled so hard to 
bury. They were apparently unaware of this initially and its discovery set them on a path of 
desperately trying to hide the truth, but most especially the truth about the symbology and its 
Egyptian roots.

As described in earlier articles and releases and throughout Finishing the Mysteries of Gods 
and Symbols, by Seven Star Hand, the ancient sages and prophets participated in a very long-
term sting-operation against religion and its leaders. The symbology of the ancients was used to 
author prophecies and other symbolic narratives over the millennia. The ancient symbols are also 
used as an advanced encryption methodology. In this way, vital secrets could be buried within 
texts that had multiple verifiable layers of meaning.

Revealing the truth about ancient symbols and the symbolism of these religious canons is one 
of the pivotal aspects of the long predicted apocalypse. That is the reason Mr. Buddy Page, aka 
Seven Star Hand, has spent the last decade reverse-engineering, validating, and writing about the 
symbology of ancient wisdom that permeates religious canons.

Another focus has been on the activities of the Vatican and cohorts. Numerous prophecies have 
predicted that the Vatican's demise is imminent and they are fully of aware of it. They have 
known the general time frame for centuries. St. Malachy's listing of Popes and Nostradamus both 
point to Pope Benedict, number 111 on the list, as the final Pope. The Book of Revelation also 
redundantly focuses on Christian Rome and the Vatican and the rapid collapse of their power and 



wealth after certain deceptions are exposed to the world. Vatican means "City of Prophecy" and 
they have spent many centuries fearing and prepping for the time that is now unfolding. One of 
their purposes has been to cast such a wide web of deceit that the long-awaited "Messiah" would 
be attacked and defeated by those who have been deceived through money, religion, and/or 
politics.



Prediction of Japan Earthquake and Tsunami Stuns Religious and Political 
Leaders 

By Seven Star Hand
Dated: Mar 13, 2011

The recent devastating earthquakes in Christchurch, New Zealand and northern Japan 
followed a very precise pattern that was predicted using the wisdom that flows from the 
symbology of ancient Egypt and utilized within the Great Seal of The USA. 

The symbology of the ancient wisdom traditions utilized by the ancient sages and prophets, 
certain of the founders of the USA, and explored in great detail throughout Finishing the 
Mysteries of Gods and Symbols, is also an advanced encryption methodology. One of the vital 
details encoded by the ancients were predictions of certain patterns and events that would take 
place far in their futures. The times of pivotal events, situations, and outcomes were encoded 
using the star-time symbology discussed in earlier articles and releases.

The focal point and target of many of those predictions were earth shattering events and 
outcomes early in the New Age of Aquarius that began in conjunction with the new millennium, 
21st century, and the 17th 360-year cycle of the Hebrew calendar in late 2000 and the start of 
2001. Though many interpretations of symbolic prophecies have been made over the centuries, 
there is now proof that all who failed to grasp the meaning and purpose of ancient symbology 
were mostly wrong about most of the things they asserted. Furthermore, many of these false 
interpretations were purposeful and well-planned deceptions because of the ancient promise that 
ancient secrets and mysteries would be solved, exposing many deceptions and causing the 
downfall of the powers emanating from Rome.

This is the true meaning and purpose of the term "apocalypse," which actually refers to the 
revealing of long-hidden secrets and the solving of ancient mysteries, which consequently causes 
the rapid collapse of traditional dogma, assumptions, and by logical extension, any wealth and 
power long associated with them. The misuse of apocalypse to mean great physical disasters is 
the result of blatant lies by religious leaders over the centuries, as well as the failure of most 
others to discern the difference between symbolic and literal assertions. 

Though the predicted apocalypse would occur in conjunction with many dramatic events and 
their outcomes, the correct use and meaning only refers to the solving of ancient mysteries that 
then cause the collapse of long-term deceptions. The end result of the apocalypse and associated 
events and upheavals leads to a greatly humbled humanity, finally wise enough to grasp the true 
causes of our many chronic ages-old problems, and solve them. It also produces the solutions to 
solve them without the need for the deceptive traditions and leaders of the past few millennia. 
Because of this, the Vatican, other religious leaders, rich and powerful cohorts, and their 
operatives have struggled to prevent the long-promised outcomes of these ancient prophecies.

In recent years, former software engineer Buddy Page, a.k.a Seven Star Hand, has been 
intensively reverse-engineering, validating, and demonstrating the true meaning and purposes of 
the symbols, symbolism, and symbology of ancient wisdom. In addition to encoding the wisdom 
necessary for us all to evolve beyond the current sad and sordid state of human civilization and 
existence, it also encodes the times and details of predicted future events and situations. These 
prophecies have been deceptively misused by religious leaders across the millennia for their own 
selfish ends. Now that the proof of long-term lies has been published, an amazing onslaught of 



distractions has assaulted news outlets to ensure that few people would pay attention to or hear 
the proof that all three Faiths of Abraham are blatant deceptions.

As discussed in earlier articles and releases, the ancient sages and prophets wisely never trusted 
religious leaders. A vital aspect of the prophecies focused on the exposure of long-term religious 
deceptions. The wisdom and other details required to free humanity were deeply encoded to 
ensure they would actually reach our time intact. Thereby, to understand what the ancient 
prophets and sages intended humanity to grasp, at this specific time, it was necessary for the 
mysteries of ancient symbology to be solved, also at a very specific time. That has been the role 
of Seven Star Hand, and proof of this is redundantly encoded in numerous symbolic prophecies 
like the Book of Revelation. Unfortunately, the version in the Bible has been deceptively 
modified from the original, so it was also necessary to identify and strip out the interpolations 
made by Christian Rome, following the destruction of ancient Jerusalem and Judea.

In addition to publishing Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols, and the earlier 
Revelations from the Apocalypse, and Apocalypse Symbol Guide, Mr. Page, a.k.a. Seven Star 
Hand also publishes research and articles on several blogs to expound upon the related topics and 
demonstrate more proof of what these books assert and document. Part of this proof is in the 
form of three symbolic narratives published during the Bush administration and the hurricane 
swarms in late 2005 and early 2006. This was done to prove the truth about the symbology and 
other symbolic prophecies and help more people grasp the nature of what has been occurring of 
late, as well as throughout the past several millennia. The recent revolutions and earthquakes are 
one of the topics clearly described within these symbolic narratives. The current articles and 
what they describe can be seen at the blog titled Here is Wisdom. Links to the other related blogs 
and articles are included, as well.



Decoding of The Great Seal of The USA Exposes Deceptions

By Seven Star Hand
Dated: Mar 08, 2011

Proof of the truth about the meaning and purpose of the symbology of the Great Seal of the 
USA proves most US lawmakers are either clueless or purposely deceptive regarding the 
ultimate goals of those that founded the USA and created its symbols. 

Since the summer 2010 publication of Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols, by Seven 
Star Hand, the citizens of the world have been bombarded with myriad distractions. Now, as we 
watch the unfolding of a growing number of protests and revolutions throughout the Middle 
East, Africa, and across the globe, US lawmakers and other world leaders seem strangely 
obsessed with preventing those citizens from grasping the full extent of official deceptions in 
recent years, and throughout the previous centuries. Details flowing from the decoding of the 
Great Seal of the USA provide stunning insights into why some leaders appear to be so desperate 
to control the flow of information in recent years.

The Great Seal of the USA has attracted much attention since the founding of this nation. Its 
symbology harks back to ancient Egypt, Nubia, and Judea. This is no mere coincidence since 
those that created the symbols of the fledgling USA wanted to ensure that a great mystery would 
rivet the attention of future citizens. It is often said that the best place to hide a great secret is in 
the open, as something else. Those who created the symbols of the fledgling USA, like the 
ancient sages and prophets that preceded them, employed this axiom to great effect. They wanted 
those of the future to be stunned and amazed when the truth was finally revealed. To this end, 
they employed the symbology and methods used by the ancient sages and prophets to encode 
ancient secrets that would not be revealed until centuries later.

Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols presents verifiable proof that ancient sages and 
prophets opposed religion and wisely never trusted religious leaders. In fact, they participated in 
a very long-term and well-orchestrated sting-operation against religion and purposefully hid vital 
secrets from religious leaders throughout the previous several millennia. The breadth and 
profundity of what was encoded by these ancient sage-scientists, and how they transmitted it 
across the ages, is absolutely mind-boggling. Encoded throughout the original ancient symbolic 
narratives are layers of stunning proof of the truth about pivotal details that completely destroy 
any chance that any religion can possibly be truthful.

Certain of the USA's founders purposely followed in their footsteps when creating the Great 
Seal of the USA and many other symbols. Many have wondered about the purpose of the secrets 
hidden by our founding Deists and Freemasons. Their relationship to the Knights Templar and to 
those that came before them have been a closely guarded secret. Likewise, the purpose and 
meaning of the symbology of the USA and Freemasonry have been kept from most, including 
from most Freemasons. Now that the symbology of the Great Seal of the USA has been decoded 
and published, monetary, religious, and political leaders are desperately scrambling to cover up 
numerous deceptions. To truly understand why, one must grasp what was so important for the 
ancient sages and prophets, and later the founders of the USA, to hide from these leaders using 
ancient symbology as an advanced encryption methodology.



USA Founding Fathers Encrypted Time-Capsule Decoded

By Seven Star Hand
Dated: Mar 03, 2011

The founders of the USA left deeply encrypted and time-encoded messages for future citizens 
and lawmakers. More astounding is where and how they were hidden, what they were 
designed to prove, and why they are being revealed now. 

It is often said that the best place to hide a great secret is in the open, as something else. Those 
who created the symbols of the fledgling USA, like the ancient sages and prophets that preceded 
them, employed this axiom to great effect. As described in earlier articles and releases, and 
explored in greater detail throughout Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols, by Seven 
Star Hand, certain of the founders of the USA embedded symbolically encrypted messages 
within our national symbols. The Great Seal of the USA, Apotheosis of Washington painting in 
the US Capitol Dome, Statue of Liberty, and the Washington Monument are some that fall into 
this category.

Though stars are among the most obvious and ubiquitous of the symbols seen throughout the 
USA''s national symbolism, other mysterious symbolism is widely used. The focal point of this 
symbology is the Great Seal of the USA, which incorporates themes and vital details from the 
ancient wisdom traditions. It also verifiably encodes the same time-lines and themes 
symbolically encrypted throughout ancient Egypt and the Hebrew prophecies, while purposely 
using the very same symbology. The encoded target time-frame spans the early years of the New 
Age and millennium, as well as the chaotic events we have been experiencing since 2001.

It was thereby no mere coincidence that the Bush-Cheney administration started the so-called 
"War on Terror" in 2001. It is also no coincidence that George Bush, whose administration 
initiated this modern-day "crusade," met with Vatican officials more than any modern US 
President. Both sides of the ancient "shadow wars" have long been fully aware that the early 
years of the new millennium is when prophecies predicted ancient secrets would be revealed that 
would cause the demise of ages-old religious deceptions. The great distraction and difficulties 
caused by the War on Terror were clearly timed as an attempt to prevent this long-predicted 
outcome. It should thereby not require the intervention of Sherlock Holmes to grasp that the 
Vatican has been the primary beneficiary and driving force behind these wars, and related events.

There are numerous mysteries and wild conspiracy theories associated with the purpose and 
imagery of the Great Seal of the USA. Most of those are now completely disproved because of 
verifiable proof that it is actually a symbolically encrypted time-capsule awaiting someone with 
special skills and insights during the early years of the 21st century. The stars above the Eagle's 
head on the front of the Great Seal encode both the time-frame and details about the individual 
expected to perform this feat. Like the ancient sages and prophets who passed along 
symbolically encrypted texts and concepts meant for those of a far future time, certain of the 
founding fathers used the very same symbology and methodology when creating the USA's 
national symbolism. Also, just like the ancient sages and prophets, they used star symbology to 
encode prophetic timelines and details within the Great Seal and elsewhere.



It is widely understood that the core group of the USA's revolutionary founders were 
Freemasons and Deists. Their focus on the symbology of ancient Egypt, and the direct 
derivatives long-used by the Hebrew prophets and sages, can be seen throughout Washington, 
DC and the Great Seal of the USA. Stars are a central feature in the symbols of both 
Freemasonry and the USA. Star symbology like the pentagram, hexagram, and zodiac have long 
been targets of religiously inspired smear tactics. The Great Seal's unfinished pyramid and 
shining eye have also been relentlessly demonized as occult, satanic, and "New World Order." 
The only evidence ever offered are the assertions of religious leaders who are clearly fearful of 
the truth about certain ancient symbols, because they encode the keys to solving pivotal ancient 
mysteries and disproving ages-old religious claims.

Stars and related symbology have been used to encode timelines and other details that 
completely expose the lies of religious leaders throughout the last several millennia. Once you 
understand the meaning of the symbolism and the associated timelines, it becomes redundantly 
obvious why these details were hidden from religious leaders throughout the previous several 
millennia. 

The ancient sages and prophets were warning about the time-frame from the second temple 
period, which is the 11th 360-year cycle on the Hebrew calendar, until now, the early years of the 
17th cycle. These are symbolized as seven stars, seals, and angels within the Book of Revelation. 
Religious interpreters have led people to expect the arrival of an evil person or "beast" during the 
so-called "end-times." In fact, the arrival of the "beast" actually occurred during the 11th cycle or 
Second Temple period and all the details point to Christian Rome's empire, not to a single 
person. What most don't grasp though, is that the Book of Revelation relates events that occurred 
throughout the two millennia of Christian Rome's and the Vatican's existence, which was during 
the zodiac age of Pisces the Fish.

In addition to using stars to encode target time-frames, the Great Seal also encodes the keys to 
decrypting and reading the symbology of ancient Egypt and the Bible. The unfinished pyramid 
and shining eye encode the ancient Egyptian parable of Isis and Osiris, which embodies 
profound wisdom that has been the focus of wisdom traditions and mystery schools for 
millennia. The pyramid and its capstone also encode the correct meaning and configuration of the 
cross and four elements. 

Christian Rome recast and adapted the cross as the crucifix to hide its true importance as the 
key to solving the mysteries of ancient symbology and the wisdom it has always encoded. 
Thereby, not only does the Great Seal of the USA purposely encode the time frame for the 
expected "apocalypse" that leads to the demise of the Vatican and all three so-called Faiths of 
Abraham, it also encodes the pivotal details required to make it happen. To be clear and 
unequivocal, the hidden purpose of the Great Seal of the USA is to expose the lies of religion and 
thereby put the Vatican "out of business," which is what the prophets have always predicted.



USA Founders Embedded Star-Time Code in National Symbols

By Seven Star Hand
Dated: Feb 22, 2011

Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols, by Seven Star Hand, presents redundant 
proof that George Washington, and other founders of the USA, used the ancient star-time code 
in pivotal national symbols to send a time-coded message to the future. 

It is completely fitting that we celebrate George Washington's 279th birthday on February 
22nd, 2011, exactly 11 days after Egypt kicked out its dictator on February 11th. Libyans and 
others in the region are now also protesting and actively revolting against their long-term 
oppressive leaders. The revolutionary founders of the USA would have been extremely pleased 
to witness the still expanding waves of popular uprisings. The deposing of so many greedy and 
arrogant national leaders and governments, in such a short period of time, would have been seen 
as a job well done by them. It will thereby surprise most that certain of the founders of the USA 
fully expected the previous decade's upheavals and the current wave of unrest now sweeping the 
globe in 2011. Like others before them, they used symbology to encode blunt and unequivocal 
messages within the USA's symbols, for those now living through these currently unfolding 
events.

Many have wondered why they chose the symbols used in our national seal and elsewhere. The 
most obvious and ubiquitous of the USA's symbols are stars, as seen on the Great Seal, the US 
Flag, The Apotheosis of Washington painting in the Capitol Dome, other official artwork, and 
worn by Generals and Law enforcement officers. It is well known that George Washington and 
pivotal founders were Freemasons and Deists. Star symbolism has long been important to certain 
mystery schools and those who study and research symbology and related esoterica. Stars were 
also pivotal symbolism within the ancient Hebrew wisdom traditions, which are easily shown to 
be direct derivatives of ancient Egyptian symbology and encoded wisdom.

In the same manner, the zodiac was important to all ancient sages, prophets, and later related 
groups as a vital long-term time keeping system and body of symbolized wisdom. It is important 
to note here that the zodiac is an ancient philosophical construct based around the use of symbols 
formed from multiple stars, ergo the "signs" of the zodiac and matching constellations of stars. 
One of the long kept secrets of these groups, which includes Freemasonry, are some of the keys 
to proving the truth about the symbology in the Bible and related sources and the direct 
relationship to ancient Egypt. This is also the reason that Christian Rome expended such great 
effort over the last two millennia to demonize so-called "occult symbols" such as the pentagram. 
They have long desperately struggled to hide the truth about ancient symbology, going as far as 
exterminating entire populations demonized as heretics (Essenes, Druids, Gnostics, Jews, 
Cathars, Templars, Witches, etc.) because some among them had proof that Rome was purposely 
lying about pivotal assertions inserted throughout the Bible.

Stars, angels, and the zodiac are pivotal symbology used to encode times and details that the 
ancient sages and prophets purposefully hid from religious leaders. Both stars and angels encode 
specific cycles of time, most often 360-year cycles. In addition to encoding proof of the true 
timelines throughout the Book of Revelation and other prophecies, it also proves that religious 
leaders have repeatedly and consistently added fanciful details to the original symbolic narratives 



authored by the ancient sages and prophets. For example, the prophets knew that literal angels 
didn't exist but used them as pivotal symbols while saying nothing for millennia as religious 
leaders created numerous fantasies involving them. The prophets, knowing that religious leaders 
could never be trusted, expertly hid the keys to decoding and reading the symbology of their 
works. Some of these symbolic keys were later passed along to the Knights Templar and later 
encoded within the symbols of Freemasonry. The most important details were then smuggled 
into the fledgling USA and embedded within our national symbols by certain of the founders.

Thereby, the stars seen throughout the symbols and official artwork of the USA were purposely 
designed to prove to a future generation that the founders possessed proof that all three so-called 
Faiths of Abraham were blatant lies. More importantly though, they also had proof that the 
Hebrew prophets and their prophecies were valid, but one had to understand the symbology to 
read the deeply hidden story line.

Certain of the founders were Deists because they knew the precise nature of pivotal religious 
lies. On the other hand, they also understood that the universe was based on verifiable rules. 
Thereby, though the universe could not be an accident, the fantasies put forth by religions simply 
could not be believed nor verified. Thereby, it is important to understand that the founders were 
not just rebelling against political and monetary leaders, but against the lies of religion.

Knowing that they had true insights into the meaning of pivotal symbology and prophecies is a 
key insight into the mindsets of those that established the USA and created the Great Seal. It is 
truly fitting that Egypt is central to the unfolding wave of rapid changes sweeping the Middle 
East and elsewhere. The symbology of the Great Seal of the USA directly alludes to ancient 
Egypt because the founders, and those that came before them, understood that Egyptian 
symbology held the keys to proving the truth about the assertions and actions of religious leaders 
throughout the ages. They also understood certain details of certain ancient prophecies that 
pointed to a period of great change during the early years of the New Age of Aquarius, that 
began in the fall of 2000 just before the new millennium on the Roman calendar.

Like the ancient sages and prophets of the past, they understood that a vital key required for 
human civilization to survive the currently unfolding waves of change is to prove the truth about 
all of these religions, at a very specific time, hence now. It was their intention that the USA now 
take an aggressive stance helping to prove that all of these religions are lies and fighting over 
them is completely pointless. This is required to ensure that the current wave of change has a 
positive global outcome.



More 33rd Degree Secrets Published to Help End Wars and Widespread Injustice 

By Seven Star Hand
Dated: Jan 26, 2011

Seven Star Hand, the author of Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols, reveals more 
insights into Freemasonry's 33rd Degree and why the Vatican has long feared what it proves. 

The previous press release explained how the number 33 is derived from the merger of the 
ancient zodiac, Hebrew calendar, and 360-year cycles encoded throughout various prophecies. 
Another number important to Freemasons and others is 13. Many associate 13 with bad luck, in 
large part because of the Friday the 13th failed attempt by the King of France and Pope to wipe 
out the Knights Templar in 1307. The most important and earliest known use is within the 
ancient Egyptian symbolic parable of Isis and Osiris.

This story symbolically encodes profound wisdom that has been the focus of mystery schools 
for millennia, which is why it is important within Freemasonry and other esoteric endeavors. 
What the symbolism of this Egyptian parable encodes is one of the reasons for the founding of 
the USA with 13 states. It symbolizes an important aspect of why there are 13 stars above the 
eagle's head, as well as thirteen levels to the unfinished pyramid on the other side of the Great 
Seal. As mentioned in the previous release, one of the details encoded by the 13 stars is that the 
33rd Degree will protect Seven Star Hand, among other enlightening details. The link between 
the number 13 and 33 has escaped most people though.

As already described, the point on the ancient zodiac where the 16th and 17th cycles meet has 
been encoded as 33 degrees. 13 is also the remainder of 33 minus 20, so subtracting 10 from both 
16 and 17 (dropping the 1) leaves 6 and 7, which sum to 13. This is important because the 11th to 
17th 360-year cycles on the Hebrew calendar are symbolized as seven stars within the Book of 
Revelation. By simply dropping the 1, they become the 1st through 7th cycles and stars. The 
16th 360-year cycle becomes the 6th and is symbolized by the 6th star, and the 17th cycle is 
accordingly symbolized by the 7th star. Adding 6+7 gives us 13 stars and another level of 
meaning for the 13 stars shown on the Great Seal of the USA.

Thereby, both 13 and 33 encode the point on the ancient zodiac where the 16th and 17th cycles 
on the Hebrew calendar meet to mark the start of a new 360-year cycle and the new age of 
Aquarius. They are symbolized by the 6th and 7th star, angel, and seal within the Book of 
Revelation, hence the groups of 6 and 7 stars above the eagles head and the symbolism of Seven 
Star Hand. The USA was founded and the Great Seal created during the 16th cycle, hence the 6th 
star. The time encoded by the Great Seal of the USA is the same as that symbolized by the 7th 
star, angel, and seal within the Book of Revelation. They all symbolize the 17th 360-year cycle 
that began in September 2000 just before the new millennium on the Christian Calendar.

The reason Christian Rome and the Vatican have long feared the truth about star symbology is 
because it provides proof of the meaning of pivotal symbolism within the Book of Revelation 
and elsewhere. This then proves Christian Rome has always knowingly lied about pivotal 
religious and historical assertions throughout the New Testament. Throughout its history, 
Christian Rome and now the Vatican has been obsessively focused on preventing people from 
understanding the truth about the symbology found throughout the Hebrew texts, New 
Testament, and other sources. Their bizarre behavior throughout previous centuries, the 



Inquisition, the long list of pogroms, and most recently towards the Dead Sea Scrolls and other 
ancient document discoveries redundantly demonstrates an extreme fear of ancient evidence.

That leads us to another 33rd degree insight that serves as yet more evidence that Rome has 
been caught red-handed lying about assertions throughout the New Testament. Many people are 
already aware that 33 was supposed to have been the age "Jesus" died on the cross. It is also one 
of the reasons why the Vatican fears the secrets held by Freemasonry and the 33rd degree. As 
already described, 33 encodes the start of the new age on the zodiac and Hebrew calendar. 
Besides encoding the start of the Age of Aquarius, it also encodes then end (death) of the Age of 
Pisces. Throughout most of the Age of Pisces (The Fish) Christianity has used the symbol of a 
fish, while trying to hide and deny that it had anything to do with the zodiac or stars. It should be 
obvious then, that it was no coincidence that Jesus, also symbolized by the fish (Pisces) was said 
to die at 33, hence at the start of the New Age, which ends the Age of Pisces the Fish.

This serves as further evidence that Rome stole prophecies and other symbolic documents from 
the "Essenes" and others massacred by the Roman army, which were then deceptively rewritten 
to become the New Testament. The founders of Roman Christianity were too arrogant to grasp 
that the prophets already knew what was going to happen, and patiently and expertly prepared 
for it. The stolen documents used to create the New Testament contained symbolic prophecies 
that were purposely designed to serve as part of the ancient sting operation against religion. 
Consequently, those who rewrote them unknowingly encoded the prediction that Christianity (the 
fish) would cease to exist early in the 17th cycle, the same time encoded as the 33rd degree and 
by the number 13.

The underlying symbology and astrotheology are explored in Chapter 8 of Finishing the 
Mysteries of Gods and Symbols. It is important to note here that the Eagle on the Great Seal of 
the USA is the American Fish Eagle, which kills and eats fish in the wilderness, perfectly 
matching the symbolism of the death of the Age of Pisces. Even more interesting, this perfectly 
synchronizes with the prophecies of St. Malachy, which point to Pope Benedict as the final Pope, 
just before the Vatican ceases to exist.



33rd Degree Secrets Published to Help Awaken World from Long Nightmare

By Seven Star Hand
Dated: Jan 13, 2011

In the effort to shame US lawmakers and world leaders into ending the so-called War on 
Terror, Seven Star Hand, the author of Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols, reveals 
insights into Freemasonry's 33rd Degree and why the Vatican fears them. 

For anyone who doesn't know yet, all the ancient wisdom traditions were heavily steeped in 
similar symbology and the zodiac. The evidence stretches from before ancient Egypt until the 
modern age. The same focus on symbology is seen within Freemasonry and throughout the 
symbols of the USA. The prime example is the Great Seal of the USA which shows an eagle and 
13 stars on one side and the unfinished pyramid and shining eye on the other. These designs 
purposely mix symbology from ancient Egypt and the Hebrew wisdom traditions, which are both 
important within Freemasonry.

For most of the last decade, former software engineer Buddy Page, a.k.a. Seven Star Hand, has 
been deeply involved in researching and reverse-engineering the symbology evidenced 
throughout the Hebrew canon and derivatives, which is easily shown to have come from ancient 
Egypt and before. Though Seven Star Hand is not a Freemason in this lifetime, his research and 
efforts into ancient symbology have unlocked the underlying rules required to prove the meaning 
of ancient wisdom symbols in numerous settings. Some of those ancient rules and encoded 
wisdom were used to create pivotal symbolism in Freemasonry, the Great Seal of the USA, and 
the Apotheosis of Washington painting in the US Capitol Dome.

Most people have no clue that the circular Great Seal of the USA purposely encodes details 
about the ancient configuration of the zodiac and four elements, among other pivotal wisdom. 
The ancient zodiac was a prophetic tool with a very specific purpose unknown to all, but a very 
few. In the same way, the Great Seal of the USA purposely encodes details from ancient 
prophecies that were directly focused on events occurring near the beginning of the new zodiac 
age that began in September 2000, just before the start of the new millennium on the Christian 
calendar. Religious leaders in Rome have possessed some of these details since the Inquisition. 
Other secrets were kept hidden within Freemasonry and then carried to the fledgling USA to be 
embedded within the design of the Great Seal and elsewhere.

The ancient zodiac is the key to understanding important details about the upper levels of 
Freemasonry in the USA. The zodiac is a 360-degree circle. One of the insights into the 33rd 
degree is the association between the ancient zodiac, the Great Seal of the USA, and the 
prophecies that both were designed to encode. As described in earlier press releases and 
throughout Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols, the ancient sages and prophets used 
star symbology to symbolize 360-year cycles. The Hebrew calendar and ancient zodiac were 
synchronized and divided into 360-year cycles. Those specific cycles of time were then encoded 
within various symbolic narratives (prophecies) and elsewhere over the millennia.

The ancient sages and prophets hid vital secrets from religious leaders throughout the previous 
several millennia. One of the most important was the truth about star symbology. Those who 
buried the Dead Sea Scrolls in exactly 11 caves during the 11th 360-year cycle on the Hebrew 
calendar encoded proof that they knew this ancient code found throughout the Book of 



Revelation, that was purposely hidden from religious leaders. This also means that Christian 
Rome has been caught red-handed lying about the source, purpose, and meaning of that ancient 
symbolic narrative. It also provides proof that they deceptively modified it and inserted details 
required to support various assertions and personalities.

Within the Book of Revelation there is a statement about seven stars in someone's right hand. 
They are used to encode the time period from the 11th 360-year cycle (Second Temple Period) 
until the beginning of the 17th 360-year cycle, which began in September of 2000. Thereby, the 
16th 360-year cycle also ended in 2000, which was year 5760 (16x360) on the Hebrew calendar. 
This is important because 16+17 equals 33.

Since these are cycles on the ancient zodiac, the point where they meet and mark the start of 
the new age (Aquarius) has been encoded as 33 degrees. Thereby, a primary purpose of the 33rd 
degree revolves around the prophecies related to the chaotic years at the start of this new age, 
that we are currently experiencing.

The Great Seal of the USA also encodes proof that the focus is on the new age and the 17th 
360-year cycle on the Hebrew calendar. There are 12 houses and thereby 12 zodiac ages. Each 
spans 30 degrees on the zodiac. Thereby, 30 degrees is a direct allusion to zodiac ages. Since 
there are 3 basic degrees in Freemasonry, adding 30 zodiac-derived degrees sums to 33. Also, 
notice that 3+3 equals six and above the eagle's head, surrounded by clouds, are six (3+3) stars 
surrounding a tighter group of seven. As mentioned earlier, there are seven stars from the Book 
of Revelation symbolized in someone's right hand, and the author of Finishing the Mysteries of 
Gods and Symbols is Seven Star Hand.

Thereby, the Great Seal of the USA illustrates (illuminates...) the 33rd degree forming a 
protective shield around the seven stars from the Book of Revelation. Why would Seven Star 
Hand, who is not a Freemason, need the protection of 33rd degree Freemasons? Why is the 
Vatican so strongly opposed to both? Herein lies the answer to proving the Vatican's role in the 
modern world and why there is an ancient prophecy that they will attempt to harm Seven Star 
Hand. You may read the book to understand the supporting evidence and rules for the 
symbology. Read the upcoming expanded article at the blog, It's Symbology Stupid. The 
additional details were not published in the book, because they were not ready to be revealed 
before now.



Publishing of George Washington's Deepest Secret Designed to Shame 
Lawmakers 

By Seven Star Hand
Dated: Jan 11, 2011

At this time of great shock and sadness across the USA following the latest violent episode in 
Arizona, perhaps now is the perfect moment to reflect on how far away from the intentions of 
the founding fathers this nation has strayed, and how to finally fix it. 

Since the founding of the USA, political discourse has been heavily influenced by rancor 
surrounding religion. The extremes of recent years are merely the latest spasm of a disease that 
has plagued this nation since its conception. Some are determined to make the USA a religious 
nation, even though the US Constitution clearly says otherwise. Furthermore, none of the 
symbols created by the founders, which included deists, Freemasons, and others of similar 
mindset, are overtly religious in nature. In fact, it is easily demonstrated that they all hark back to 
the ancient wisdom traditions. Thereby, only by listening to what the founders themselves 
intended, can we ever establish the truth necessary to end the madness that currently passes for 
governance.

Most of the USA's lawmakers regularly walk beneath the Apotheosis of Washington painting in 
the Dome of the US Capitol. Most have no clue that its true purpose is to hide proof about certain 
religious assertions, in plain sight. Most attention is focused on the themes within the painting 
itself. Few ever grasp that the 72 pentagrams within the circular frame are designed to model the 
same star-time code used by the ancient Hebrew sages and prophets, who purposely hid vital 
secrets from religious leaders throughout the last several millennia.

Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols, by Seven Star Hand, demonstrates that the 
circular Apotheosis of Washington painting in the USA Capitol Dome purposely encodes the key 
to proving that all three Faiths of Abraham are purposeful deceptions. Like the ancient sages who 
preceded them, those who conceived the pivotal symbols of the USA knew it was necessary to 
wait until a very specific future generation before most people would be ready to grasp the 
wisdom passed down by the ancients. They also understood that the necessary science to fully 
unlock ancient encoded secrets would not be available until their future. Even so, certain keys 
had been passed along since ancient times, so there was always proof of the truth about religion, 
for those who were worthy of its possession.

One of the most important of those keys is star symbology. For this same reason, the founders 
made stars an important part of the USA's symbology. The ancient Hebrew sages and prophets 
synchronized their calendar with an ancient configuration of the zodiac and divided both into 
360-year cycles. They symbolized cycles of time in symbolic narratives using both stars and 
angels, while hiding this fact from religious leaders. Those who buried the Dead Sea Scrolls in 
exactly 11 caves during the 11th 360-year cycle on the Hebrew calendar sent forth proof that 
they knew this ancient star-time code used in Genesis and throughout the Book of Revelation. 
This is also proof that assertions by Christian Rome about the source and purpose of that 
document are blatant lies. Similarly, those who created the Great Seal of the USA and the 
Apotheosis of Washington purposely left proof that they knew this ancient secret, along with 
other important details.



Both used stars to encode 360-year cycles because this ancient code, used extensively 
throughout the Book of Revelation, was designed to serve as a pivotal key to proving the truth 
about all religions. The true meaning and purpose of star-angel symbology was expertly hidden 
from religious leaders throughout the ages, so those of future generations would have 
untampered proof of the truth. As this world slides closer and closer to chaos, in large part 
because of the strife between and because of religions, the time has arrived to prove the truth 
required to end this madness.

The ancient star-time code is prominently displayed by the Apotheosis of Washington painting 
to eventually prove the true intentions of those who created these symbols. The painting is round 
to simulate the shape of the zodiac. Each of the 72 stars represents 360-years and 
72x360=25,920, hence a full precession cycle through all twelve houses and ages of the zodiac. 
The same code is used within the circular Great Seal of the USA, which also encodes proof of 
the ancient zodiac, and the direct relationship to the Book of Revelation's encoded timelines and 
pivotal details.

Thereby, hidden in plain sight within the Capitol Dome is undeniable proof that the founding 
fathers and others possessed ancient evidence that all three Faiths of Abraham were deceptions. 
This is one of the hidden secrets to the founding of the USA, and is also encoded throughout the 
symbolism of Freemasonry. It is a vital insight into why freedom of and freedom from religion 
were so important to the founders, until future proof of the truth could be widely understood.

As we see our entire world beset by strife between and because of religions, this is the perfect 
time to prove that all religions have told some very big lies, and fighting over these lies is 
pointless. The ancient sages and prophets passed this code to the future, embedded in religious 
canons and elsewhere. This is one of the keys later passed to the Knights Templar and others, 
which eventually became encoded into the primary symbols of the USA, awaiting the time that 
the truth could be widely understood and appreciated.



Dead Sea Scrolls Burial Secret Completely Exposes Ancient Lies

By Seven Star Hand
Dated: Dec 29, 2010

Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols by Seven Star Hand reveals a devastating 
ancient secret, encoded by the Dead Sea Scrolls burial method. It proves core religious 
assertions are blatant lies that religious leaders have always known about. 

In recent decades scholars, theologians, and researchers have puzzled over why the Dead Sea 
Scrolls were buried in exactly 11 caves. Though most attention has been focused on preserving, 
translating, and decoding the voluminous contents of those 11 caves, scant consideration has 
been given to the meaning and purpose of the burial method and its use of star symbolism. Those 
familiar with the Hebrew prophetic texts and expectations are fully aware of the vital importance 
of star symbolism, though most have no clue of its true meaning.

Most researchers also have no clue that the ancient Hebrew sages divided their calendar into 
360-year cycles and symbolized those cycles using both stars and angels. Furthermore, that the 
11th 360-year cycle on the Hebrew calendar was the end of the Second Temple Period during 
which Christianity arose, the Second Temple and Jerusalem were destroyed by Rome, and the 
Dead Sea Scrolls were buried by those commonly referred to as Essenes. Thereby, the Dead Sea 
Scrolls were entombed in precisely 11 caves during the 11th 360-year cycle on the Hebrew 
calendar.

Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols presents comprehensive proof that ancient sages 
and prophets opposed religion and wisely never trusted religious leaders. There is also much 
throughout history and various ancient texts that validates this conclusion. Furthermore, they 
participated in an ages-long sting-operation, expertly hiding vital secrets from religious leaders 
throughout the previous several millennia. A pivotal component of this ancient sting-operation 
involved star, angel, and zodiac symbology. Stars and angels were used to encode specific cycles 
of time through symbolic narratives that were precisely coordinated with both the Hebrew 
calendar and the ancient configuration of the zodiac encoded within the Hebrew texts.

The first clear evidence of this ancient star-time code appears in the story of Joseph in the book 
of Genesis. Joseph is the 11th son of Jacob and has a dream where 11 stars (and the sun and 
moon) bow to him. In other words, Genesis encodes a prediction (prophecy) about the vital 
importance of the 11th 360-year cycle on the Hebrew calendar, using the ancient star-time code. 
Then centuries later during the 11th cycle and before the destruction of the Second Temple and 
Jerusalem by Rome, the Dead Sea Scrolls were entombed in exactly 11 caves. Thereby, those 
who buried the Dead Sea Scrolls expertly sent forth proof that they knew this ancient code within 
Genesis that previous and subsequent groups kept hidden from religious leaders.

Proof of the truth about the purpose and meaning of stars and angels in the original symbolic 
narratives proves that religious stories about angels are later embellishments and interpolations 
(ergo lies...) created by religious leaders, not by the prophets and sages who authored the original 
symbolically encoded narratives. Additionally, this code was used within the Book of Revelation 
to embed verifiable dates and other details that could be compared to religious assertions over the 
millennia. Star and angel symbology is the silver bullet purposely designed to prove that all three 
so-called Faiths of Abraham are purposeful deceptions.



Seven Star Hand further explains; "The star-time code used within Genesis and the Dead Sea 
Scrolls burial is also used extensively throughout the Book of Revelation, as well as by 
Nostradamus, Freemasonry, and within the Great Seal of the USA. Stars and angels are also used 
interchangeably to eventually prove the original purpose and meaning of both of these ancient 
symbols, beyond any shadow of a doubt. All three so-called Faiths of Abraham have made 
amazing claims about the actions and nature of "angels" over the millennia. Thanks to the 
ancient prophets and sages, who knew that religion was deceptive, we now have solid proof that 
religious leaders have always knowingly lied about gods, angels, and much else. We also now 
have verifiable proof of the true meaning and purpose of the symbols and symbology used by the 
prophets and sages throughout the millennia."

Star and angel symbolism is only one component of a far more comprehensive body of wisdom 
encoded using the symbology that flowed from ancient Egypt. In essence, the ancient sages and 
prophets provided symbolic narratives to religious leaders that contained deeply encoded details. 
They could not be fully decoded and understood, until a specific time far in their futures when 
sufficiently advanced science was available to grasp the final keys required to unlock them. In 
this manner, untampered proof of the truth was always secretly and expertly embedded 
throughout the resulting religious canons.

The symbology of the ancients was always based on advanced science and precise natural 
observations that decisively prove its true meanings and purposes. Unfortunately for all religions, 
this completely exposes pivotal ancient lies. It proves that advanced science was encoded within 
symbols and passed along to the future by the prophets. At the same time, religious leaders have 
long claimed supernatural sources for things they and their followers could not understand. For 
example, thanks to string theory and quantum physics we now know there are 11 dimensions. 
Thanks to these symbolic models and narratives we also now know that an ancient pre-Egyptian 
civilization sent forth comprehensive proof that they also knew this advanced science, and a 
great deal more.



Seven Star Hand Unveils Death Blow in War on Christmas 

By Seven Star Hand
Dated: Dec 11, 2010

Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols, by Seven Star Hand, presents stunning and 
comprehensive new proof that pivotal religious assertions, the stories underlying this holiday, 
and all that flows from them, are purposeful deceptions. 

The long-misused term "apocalypse" actually refers to the revealing of long-hidden secrets and 
the solving of ancient unexplained mysteries, which thereby causes the rapid collapse of 
traditional dogma, assumptions, and the wealth and power long associated with them.

Former software engineer, Buddy Page, also known as "Seven Star Hand," is the author of the 
book Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols. Throughout it, he presents stunning and 
comprehensive new proof that leaves little room for doubt that all three so-called Faiths of 
Abraham are purposeful deceptions.

The evidence also leaves little room for doubt that the Vatican and many other religious leaders 
have always known that pivotal ancient deceptions were at the heart of these religions. 
Consequently, most of the long unsolved mysteries underlying this holiday season are the result 
of purposeful deceptions and many religious leaders are fully aware of it. 

Seven Star Hand explains; "After reading Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols it will 
become painfully obvious to everyone that none of these religions can possibly be the truth. The 
leaders of these religions have always purposely imposed ignorance based on the deceptive 
recasting of earlier symbolic concepts and narratives. Once you understand the symbology, you 
truly understand that every miraculous story in those canons is actually purposely misrepresented 
symbolism. The entire Christmas story line, as well as the resulting religious assertions, are 
purposeful lies told in a manner designed to hide the meaning of ancient symbology and the 
deeply profound wisdom that it has always encoded."

Throughout Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols, Seven Star Hand presents verifiable 
proof that ancient sages and prophets opposed religion and wisely never trusted religious leaders. 
In fact, they participated in a very long-term and well-orchestrated sting-operation against 
religion and purposefully hid vital secrets from religious leaders throughout the previous several 
millennia. The breadth and profundity of what was encoded by these ancient sage-scientists, and 
how they transmitted it across the ages, is absolutely mind-boggling. Encoded throughout the 
original ancient symbolic narratives are layers of stunning proof of the truth about pivotal details 
that completely destroy any chance that these religions can possibly be truthful.

A pivotal aspect of the ancient sting operation involved the use of star and angel symbolism 
throughout the last several millennia. In essence, the ancient sages and prophets provided 
symbolic narratives to religious leaders that contained deeply encoded details that could not be 
fully decoded and understood, until a specific time far in their futures. In this manner, 
untampered proof of the truth was always expertly embedded throughout the resulting religious 
canons. It was encoded using the symbology that flowed from ancient Egypt and directly into the 
symbolism of the Hebrew wisdom traditions and resulting canons of the Three Faiths of 
Abraham. The symbology of the ancients was based on advanced science and precise natural 



observations that decisively prove its true meanings and purposes. Unfortunately for all religions, 
this completely exposes pivotal ancient lies.

Proof of the truth about the purpose and meaning of stars and angels in the original symbolic 
narratives proves that religious stories about angels are later embellishments and interpolations 
(ergo lies...) created by religious leaders, not by the prophets and sages who authored the original 
symbolically encoded narratives. Star and angel symbology is the silver bullet purposely 
designed to prove that all three so-called Faiths of Abraham are purposeful deceptions. It is only 
one aspect though of a much more comprehensive body of wisdom encoded using the symbology 
that flowed from ancient Egypt. In this way, the ancient sages and prophets sent forth undeniable 
proof of the truth about pivotal ancient unsolved mysteries and related historical situations.

"Alas, certain lies have a troubling habit of eventually returning to haunt you, at precisely the 
worst possible time," admonished Seven Star Hand, at the start of this holiday season, based on 
certain ancient stories. "Comprehensive proof that those stories are purposeful deceptions 
completely destroys any chance that there can be any truth to the Christian narrative. The stories 
underlying Christmas are blatant lies created by religious leaders, to hide the truth. All religions 
must now confront the ultimate iconoclastic apocalypse. The ancient sages and prophets 
purposely and expertly hid vital secrets from religious leaders throughout the last several 
millennia, so proof of the truth would not be lost forever. Just as always promised, I have now 
openly published the keys to solving the symbolic ancient mysteries, so all may finally see the 
light."



Fearing Apocalypse Unsealed by Seven Star Hand, Vatican Launches PR 
Offensive

By Seven Star Hand
Dated: Dec 11, 2010

The long-misused term "apocalypse" actually refers to the revealing of long-hidden secrets 
and the solving of ancient mysteries, which consequently causes the rapid collapse of 
traditional dogma, assumptions, and any power long associated with them. 

Numerous signs now point to a growing state of panic at the Vatican because of publication of 
stunning and comprehensive new proof that pivotal religious assertions are blatant lies, and many 
religious leaders have always known it. Former software engineer, Buddy Page, also known as 
Seven Star Hand, is the author of, Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols. For the last 
decade, he has been intensively researching and reverse-engineering the symbols, symbolism, 
and symbology seen throughout many ancient settings, religious canons, the ancient mysteries, 
and related esoteric endeavors.

Deeply controversial, SevenStarHand.org was created to prove the truth behind ancient 
symbols and the directly related symbolism evidenced in most religious canons. Finishing the 
Mysteries of Gods and Symbols also presents redundant proof of a long-secret ancient sting-
operation designed to eventually expose the lies and errors of all religions, at a very special time, 
hence now. Consequently, the Vatican and other religious leaders are now on high alert. Recent 
press releases from SevenStarHand.org, plus the video trailer spreading around the web, have 
further inflamed the brewing controversy. To truly understand why, watch the book video trailer 
for Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols. 

On Monday, November 8th, there were news reports from the Vatican announcing a special 
meeting of Cardinals for November 19th, the day before the already scheduled pomp and 
ceremony, that included installing 24 new Cardinals. The publicly stated purpose was to discuss 
child abuse and threats to religious freedom. It was immediately obvious to many though, that 
calling a public one-day meeting of Cardinals at such short notice, after so many years of 
opposition and delaying tactics on child abuse, religious freedom, and other topics, was merely a 
PR stunt or smokescreen to hide something else.

True to those expectations, there is indeed a far more explosive problem now confronting 
Rome, though they won't openly admit it. The Vatican is suddenly on a PR offensive, seemingly 
trying to appear as if they finally care about issues long doggedly opposed and stonewalled. 
Changing course on issues like condom and aids, recent statements that science will reunite 
humanity with God, and calling a snap meeting of Cardinals are all part of a crash effort to 
improve their image.

It should thereby be obvious that something new and greatly alarming has spurred them into 
suddenly changing course on several long-held positions. "Vatican officials are clearly very 
disturbed by the publication of the ancient secrets revealed throughout Finishing the Mysteries of 
Gods and Symbols. They are practically bending over backwards attempting to soften 
widespread negative public perceptions, prior to widespread public knowledge of proof of the 
truth that pivotal religious assertions are blatant lies,"  explained Seven Star Hand.



Also, on November 8th, the same day as the surprise Vatican announcement, 
SevenStarHand.org released a simultaneous surprise, the first of three press releases on the 8th, 
9th, and 10th. The November 8th release was titled, "Seven Star Hand Solves Ancient Mysteries, 
Causing Panic Among Religious Leaders." It was purposely designed to shine a bright light onto 
the true reasons for the Vatican's recent flurry of special announcements on various topics. You 
may read those press releases, here.  

It should thereby be obvious that something new and greatly disturbing has scared the Vatican 
into suddenly taking these recent actions. It is also obvious that they are purposely, though 
surreptitiously, opposing Seven Star Hand and Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols, 
while refusing to acknowledge so publicly. They are clearly setting the stage for a defense 
against widespread knowledge of proof of the truth about these religions.

"Alas, certain lies have a troubling habit of eventually returning to haunt you, at precisely the 
worst possible time," admonished Seven Star Hand, at the start of this holiday season, based on 
certain ancient stories. "Comprehensive proof that those stories are purposeful deceptions 
removes all reasons for the Vatican's special status, as well as its sole basis for existence. It also 
removes all the barriers of doubt that have served as a shield from long-overdue truth, and the 
wheels of secular justice. All religions must now confront the ultimate iconoclastic apocalypse. 
The ancient sages and prophets purposefully hid vital secrets from religious leaders throughout 
the last several millennia, so proof of the truth would not be lost forever.

Just as always promised, I have now openly published the keys to solving the symbolic ancient 
mysteries, so all may finally see the light."

SevenStarHand.org and Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols deliver comprehensive 
proof that the symbology of the ancients was based on very precise science and natural 
observations that decisively prove its true meanings and purposes. This is also comprehensive 
proof that the symbolism common throughout many ancient texts, cannons, and concepts is an 
advanced and extremely ancient spiritual and philosophical technology that predates all current 
religions and mystery schools. Unfortunately for religious leaders, this completely shreds any 
remaining veracity they or these religions might still claim.



Seven Star Hand Publishes Ancient Secrets, Confronting Religious Leaders With 
The Truth 

By Seven Star Hand
Dated: Nov 13, 2010

Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols, by Seven Star Hand, delivers proof, beyond 
disproof, that pivotal religious assertions are blatant lies and many religious leaders have 
always known it. 

Former software engineer, Buddy Page, also known as "Seven Star Hand," is the author of 
Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols. Throughout it, he presents stunning and 
comprehensive new evidence that leaves no room for doubt that all three so-called Faiths of 
Abraham are purposeful deceptions. The evidence also leaves no doubt that the Vatican and 
many other religious leaders have always known that pivotal ancient deceptions were at the heart 
of their religions.

A growing number of religious leaders are in a state of panic following publication of long-
hidden and amazingly damaging secrets about their religions within, Finishing the Mysteries of 
Gods and Symbols. A newly released video trailer for the book is now spreading around the web 
and has further inflamed the growing controversy. To truly understand why, watch the video 
before continuing, if you haven't already.

"The leaders of these religions have always purposely imposed ignorance based on the 
deceptive recasting of earlier symbolic concepts and narratives," asserts Seven Star Hand. "Once 
you understand the symbology you also understand that practically every miraculous story in 
those canons is actually purposely misrepresented symbolism. Many religious leaders are fully 
aware of this, yet have continued with their charades, for the money and the power over others. 
As an example, "opening the eyes of the blind" and "seeing the light" are easily shown to refer to 
helping the deceived and ignorant to finally understand (see) the truth (light), ergo to deliver 
enlightenment. I am opening the eyes of those blinded by deception so they can finally see the 
truth."

Throughout the last several millennia, religion has been used to forge both political and 
monetary empires. The prime example in our time is the Vatican, a tiny yet immensely wealthy 
city-state with its own banking system and vast corporate holdings in national and international 
banks, other financial institutions, real estate, and myriad other investments across the globe. 
Now they are desperately struggling to avoid paying victims of the still unfolding global child 
abuse scandals, that continue to engulf them.

Any other corporate entity repeatedly involved in such widespread blatant crimes and coverups 
would have been put out of business long ago. The Vatican, on the other hand, created a special 
international class for itself, in part based on great wealth from centuries of abominable crimes. 
It was all made possible by stories told about people and events that history and science have 
never been able to verify, because those stories are blatant lies. Now the world has 
comprehensive proof of this and the long expected demise of the Vatican is imminent.

"As we see our world embroiled by numerous and unending conflicts between and about 
religions (ergo, opinions...), it should be obvious that solving this situation is paramount if we are 
ever going to improve human existence. The only way to end these conflicts and prevent future 



ones is to finally prove the truth long-hidden by these religions," says Seven Star Hand. "It 
became painfully obvious, many years ago, that most people simply can't perceive true problem 
sources and most leaders have no interest in solving them because they are profitable. Thereby, I 
have dedicated my life to doing something truly effective to finally raise humanity out of the 
long-term condition of wide-spread ignorance and its myriad sad and sordid consequences. 
Unfortunately, ignorance is not just caused by a lack of knowledge and understanding. Operating 
on false information, while thinking it is the truth, is far more harmful. Causing entire 
populations to operate on blatant lies about life and the universe has led to the chaos and 
destruction that were so common throughout human history and still dominate current events."  

Seven Star Hand continues; "After reading Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols it 
will become painfully obvious to everyone that none of these religions can possibly be the truth. 
The only way to end the problems between and because of religions, is to finally produce proof 
about pivotal ancient mysteries, and then force religious leaders to cease and desist from their 
lies and exploitation. Where is the justice in permitting a relative handful of practiced liars to 
create a true hell on earth for those ensnared by or otherwise affected by blatant deception and 
the widespread exploitation of those who have been duped? The lies of religion cause 
widespread harm and are technically covered by laws concerning fraud for profit, since vast 
fortunes and empires have been built upon these lies."

Throughout Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols, Seven Star Hand presents verifiable 
proof that ancient sages and prophets opposed religion and wisely never trusted religious leaders. 
In fact, they participated in a very long-term and well-orchestrated sting-operation against 
religion and purposefully hid vital secrets from religious leaders throughout the previous several 
millennia. The breadth and profundity of what was encoded by these ancient sage-scientists, and 
how they transmitted it across the ages, is absolutely mind-boggling. Both scientists and spiritual 
seekers will be amazed. At the same time, a rapidly growing number of religious leaders will be 
greatly dismayed by this stunning exposure of the ancient secrets, lies, and errors at the core of 
all religions. Ergo, the true meaning of the long misused term "apocalypse" and its many 
ramifications and consequences.

Consequently, here is proof, beyond disproof, that all three so-called “Faiths of Abraham” are 
purposeful deceptions. Accordingly, related esoterica, mystery schools, and the New Age are rife 
with error caused by undue reliance upon the assertions of these religions and their leaders. "I 
have now published "a stake through the heart" of all three so-called Faiths of Abraham by 
proving that this ancient wisdom symbology was based on very precise science and natural 
observations that decisively prove its true meanings and purposes."

Deeply controversial, SevenStarHand.org was created to prove the truth behind ancient 
symbols and the directly related symbolism evidenced throughout most religious canons. These 
religions have always purposely imposed ignorance based on the deceptive recasting of earlier 
symbolic concepts and narratives; that also expertly encoded the keys to ancient wisdom as 
redundant proofs of the truth. Throughout Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols, Seven 
Star Hand demonstrates redundant proof of a long secret ancient sting-operation designed to 
eventually expose the lies of these religions, at a very special time, hence now.

SevenStarHand.org and Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols deliver comprehensive 
proof that the symbology of the ancients was based on very precise science and natural 
observations that decisively prove its true meanings and purposes. This is also comprehensive 
proof that the symbolism common throughout many ancient texts, cannons, and concepts is an 
advanced and extremely ancient spiritual and philosophical technology that predates all current 



religions and mystery schools. Unfortunately for religious leaders, this completely shreds any 
remaining veracity they or these religions might still claim.



Seven Star Hand Unseals Ancient Sting Operation Against Religious Leaders 

By Seven Star Hand
Dated: Nov 13, 2010

The unsealing of long-hidden ancient secrets now provides stunning proof of precisely what 
certain religious leaders and others have been so desperate to hide and prevent over the 
centuries. 

Throughout his book, Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols, Mr Buddy Page, also 
known as Seven Star Hand, presents verifiable proof that ancient sages and prophets opposed 
religion and wisely never trusted religious leaders. In fact, they participated in a very long-term 
and well-orchestrated sting-operation against religion and purposefully hid vital secrets from 
religious leaders throughout the previous several millennia.

These ancient sages and prophets employed a body of symbolized wisdom encoded within 
well-known symbols and symbolic narratives, and passed down through the ages by a long series 
of sages, prophets, and like-minded groups. They also used religious canons as the conduit to 
transmit proof of religious lies throughout the ages. For most of the last two millennia, Christian 
Rome oppressed and terrorized myriad souls for trying to understand the truth about ancient 
symbols and what they have always encoded about human existence. For more insights, watch 
the video before continuing, if you haven't already. 

Seven Star Hand demonstrates further proof that the details of this ancient sting-operation were 
always protected by a series of enlightened individuals and secretive groups who were experts 
with ancient symbols, all awaiting a very specific future time, hence now. Conversely, religious 
leaders and cohorts have gone to great lengths to oppose, confound, and misdirect any efforts 
that sought to reveal the truth and wisdom encoded within ancient symbols, the symbolism 
within their canons, and alluded to by the heavily symbolic ancient mysteries. As history and 
currents events have shown, top religious leaders fear the truth about religion and go to great 
lengths to prevent widespread knowledge of the evidence exposing certain foundational lies.

Ancient symbols, and the profound wisdom they encode, are also a pivotal focus of 
Freemasonry. This provides insights into why those involved in similar esoteric endeavors over 
the centuries were so violently opposed by Christian Rome and why Freemasonry is still feared 
(and smeared...) by the Vatican and cohorts. Though Mr. Page is not a Freemason, his research 
proves that religious assertions about Freemasonry are mostly well-orchestrated lies and 
purposeful misdirection meant to prevent most people from gaining any true insights into ancient 
symbols and the associated wisdom.

Throughout the history of Christian Rome and its proxy-kingdoms, empires, and leaders, we 
saw them target numerous so-called heretic and pagan groups, which often included entire 
populations. From the outset of Christianity, through the early centuries, through Medieval 
Europe, the various Crusades, the Inquisition, and much more, one blood-soaked thread runs 
throughout the pogroms, massacres, crusades, and extended periods of religiously inspired 
oppression and war. Christian Rome has been desperately afraid of people learning the truth 
about the symbolism of the ancients that also permeates the canons of all three Faiths of 
Abraham. They have always known that the lies at the core of these religions were completely 
exposed to anyone that grasps what the ancient symbols have always encoded.



Insights into ancient symbols, and the wisdom they have always encoded, is why groups like 
the Essenes, Gnostics, Druids, Cathars, Templars, and others were targeted for extermination by 
Rome. It is also why Jews were targeted as a group from the outset of Christianity and why Islam 
is a repeated target. It is why symbols and symbology have been labeled as evil, the occult, 
heresy, blasphemy, and any other slur required to scare people away from learning the truth. Any 
individual or group that gained true insights into the meaning of ancient symbols was always 
targeted by Christian Rome or its proxies, and now by the Vatican and its cohorts.

Even the present Vatican has been desperately struggling to prevent most people from ever 
understanding the whole truth about ancient symbols, but especially stars and angels, and the 
profound disproof and insights they encode about pivotal ancient mysteries and religious claims. 
Their behavior towards the Dead Sea Scrolls is only one recent example. The Vatican's fear of 
what the discovery of the Dead Seas Scrolls represented was clearly well founded. Finishing the 
Mysteries of Gods and Symbols describes some simple yet devastating facts about the 
symbolism employed by the burial of the Dead Sea Scrolls in exactly 11 caves during the 11th 
360-year cycle on the Hebrew calendar and its purposeful relationship to star symbolism. This 
and other long-hidden secrets decisively disprove Christian assertions about the source of the 
Book of Revelation, and expose numerous deceptive changes made by the early Christian 
leaders.

Deeply controversial, SevenStarHand.org was created to prove the truth behind ancient 
symbols and the directly related symbolism evidenced throughout most religious canons. These 
religions have always purposely imposed ignorance based on the deceptive recasting of earlier 
symbolic concepts and narratives; that also expertly encoded the keys to ancient wisdom as 
redundant proofs of the truth. Throughout Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols, Seven 
Star Hand demonstrates redundant proof of a long secret ancient sting-operation designed to 
eventually expose the lies of these religions, at a very special time, hence now.

SevenStarHand.org and Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols deliver comprehensive 
proof that the symbology of the ancients was based on very precise science and natural 
observations that decisively prove its true meanings and purposes. This is also comprehensive 
proof that the symbolism common throughout many ancient texts, cannons, and concepts is an 
advanced and extremely ancient spiritual and philosophical technology that predates all current 
religions and mystery schools. Unfortunately for religious leaders, this completely exposes 
pivotal ancient lies and shreds any remaining veracity these religions might still claim.



 Seven Star Hand Solves Ancient Mysteries, Causing Panic Among Religious 
Leaders 

By Seven Star Hand
Dated: Nov 13, 2010

Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols, by Seven Star Hand, delivers proof, beyond 
disproof, of an extremely ancient spiritual and philosophical technology that predates all 
current religions and mystery schools. 

The Vatican, and a rapidly growing number of religious leaders, are shocked and deeply 
dismayed by publication of long-hidden and amazingly damaging secrets about their religions 
within the new book, Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols. A newly released video 
trailer for the book is spreading around the web and has further inflamed the growing 
controversy. To truly understand why, watch the video before continuing, if you haven't already.

Former software engineer, Buddy Page, also known as "Seven Star Hand," is the author of the 
book Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols. Throughout it, he presents stunning and 
comprehensive new evidence that leaves no room for doubt that all three so-called Faiths of 
Abraham are purposeful deceptions. The evidence also leaves no doubt that the Vatican and 
many other religious leaders have always known that pivotal ancient deceptions were at the heart 
of these religions.

For most of the last two millennia, Christian Rome oppressed and terrorized myriad souls for 
simply trying to understand the truth about ancient symbols and human existence. Seven Star 
Hand reveals that even the present Vatican has been desperately struggling to prevent most 
people from ever understanding the whole truth about ancient symbols, but especially stars and 
angels, and the profound disproof and insights they encode about pivotal ancient mysteries and 
religious assertions.

Throughout the last decade, Seven Star Hand has been deeply involved in researching and 
reverse-engineering the symbology evidenced throughout the Hebrew canon and derivatives, 
which is easily shown to have come from ancient Egypt, and even before. These ancient symbols 
and the profound wisdom they encode are also a pivotal focus of Freemasonry. This provides 
insights into why those involved in similar esoteric endeavors over the centuries were so 
violently opposed by Christian Rome and why Freemasonry is still feared by the Vatican. 
Though Mr. Page is not a Freemason, his research proves that religious assertions about 
Freemasonry are mostly well-orchestrated lies and purposeful misdirection meant to prevent 
most people from understanding the truth about ancient symbols.

Throughout his book, Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols, Seven Star Hand presents 
verifiable proof that ancient sages and prophets opposed religion and wisely never trusted 
religious leaders. In fact, they participated in a very long-term and well-orchestrated sting-
operation against religion and purposefully hid vital secrets from religious leaders throughout the 
previous several millennia. Seven Star Hand further demonstrates proof that the details of this 
ancient sting-operation were always protected by a series of secretive groups, awaiting a very 
specific future time, hence now. Conversely, religious leaders and cohorts have gone to great 
lengths to oppose, confound, and misdirect any efforts that sought to reveal the truth and wisdom 
encoded within ancient symbols and alluded to throughout the heavily symbolic ancient 
mysteries.



When these decoded details are compared to the history, words, and deeds of these religions 
and their leaders, they finally prove the truth about many long-hidden things. The keys to 
unsealing the ancient mysteries surrounding the sages, prophets, and later esoteric groups were 
also purposely encoded throughout the symbology of their works. They expertly used symbols 
and symbolism as an advanced scientific and spiritual modeling language that also served as a 
multi-layered language code.

The symbols and symbolism encode a hidden story line, advanced science, and profound 
spiritual wisdom that completely destroys pivotal assertions long made by religions and their 
leaders. The breadth and profundity of what was encoded by these ancient sage-scientists, and 
how they transmitted it to us across the ages, is absolutely mind-boggling. Both scientists and 
spiritual seekers will be amazed. At the same time, religious leaders will be greatly dismayed by 
this stunning exposure of the ancient secrets, lies, and errors at the core of all religions. Ergo, the 
true meaning of the long misused term "apocalypse" and its many ramifications and 
consequences.

Deeply controversial, SevenStarHand.org was created to prove the truth behind ancient 
symbols and the directly related symbolism evidenced throughout most religious canons. These 
religions have always purposely imposed ignorance based on the deceptive recasting of earlier 
symbolic concepts and narratives; that also expertly encoded the keys to ancient wisdom as 
redundant proofs of the truth. Throughout Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols, Seven 
Star Hand demonstrates redundant proof of a long secret ancient sting-operation designed to 
eventually expose the lies of these religions, at a very special time, hence now.

SevenStarHand.org and Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols deliver comprehensive 
proof that the symbology of the ancients was based on very precise science and natural 
observations that decisively prove its true meanings and purposes. This is also comprehensive 
proof that the symbolism common throughout many ancient texts, cannons, and concepts is an 
advanced and extremely ancient spiritual and philosophical technology that predates all current 
religions and mystery schools. Unfortunately for religious leaders, this completely exposes 
pivotal ancient lies and shreds any remaining veracity these religions might still claim.



Ancient Symbolic Mysteries Solved at SevenStarHand.org

By Seven Star Hand
Dated: Oct 27, 2010

SevenStarHand.org exposes the truth about ancient symbology and the profound wisdom it 
encodes. 

For most of the last two millennia, Christian Rome oppressed and terrorized myriad souls for 
simply trying to understand the truth. Mr. Buddy Page, also known as Seven Star Hand, reveals 
that even the present Vatican has been desperately struggling to prevent most people from ever 
understanding the whole truth about ancient symbols, but especially stars and angels, and the 
profound disproof and insights they encode about pivotal symbolic and ancient mysteries.

Deeply controversial, SevenStarHand.org was created to prove the truth behind the symbols of 
ancient wisdom. Former software engineer, Buddy Page, also known as "Seven Star Hand," is 
the author of the book Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols.

For the last decade, Seven Star Hand has been deeply involved in researching and reverse-
engineering the symbology evidenced throughout the Hebrew canon and derivatives, which is 
easily shown to have come from ancient Egypt and even before. These ancient symbols and the 
wisdom they encode are also a pivotal focus of Freemasonry. This is why those involved in 
similar esoteric endeavors over the centuries were so violently opposed by Christian Rome and 
why Freemasonry is still feared by the Vatican. Though Mr. Page is not a Freemason, his 
research proves that religious assertions about Freemasonry are mostly well-orchestrated lies and 
purposeful misdirection.

SevenStarHand.org delivers redundant evidence that ancient wisdom symbology was based on 
very precise science and natural observations that decisively prove its true meanings and 
purposes. He points to comprehensive proof that the symbolism common throughout many 
ancient texts, cannons, and concepts is an advanced and extremely ancient spiritual and 
philosophical technology that predates all extant religions and mystery schools.

Throughout his book, Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols, Seven Star Hand also 
presents verifiable proof that ancient sages and prophets opposed religion and wisely never 
trusted religious leaders.

"The head in sand pose may temporarily hide danger from the ostrich, but the hungry lion has 
no misconceptions about the truly dire nature of that bird's predicament.”  Here is verifiable proof 
that ancient symbology is an advanced long-lost technology," says Seven Star Hand.



Researcher Verifiably Solves Pivotal Ancient Mysteries

By Seven Star Hand
Dated: Sep 27, 2010

For most of two millennia, Christian Rome oppressed and terrorized myriad souls for simply 
trying to understand the truth about our existence. Now there is comprehensive proof of 
precisely why they killed and tortured so many over the centuries. 

Religious leaders in Rome and the Vatican have been desperately struggling to prevent most 
people from ever understanding the whole truth about ancient symbology, but especially that of 
stars and angels, because of the profound disproof and insights they encode about pivotal ages-
old claims and ancient mysteries!

Mr. Buddy Page, a former software engineer, now writing under the purposefully symbolic pen 
name “Seven Star Hand,”  is the author of Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols. For 
most of the last decade, he has been intensively researching and reverse-engineering the 
symbology evidenced throughout the Hebrew canon and derivatives, which is easily shown to 
have come from ancient Egypt and before. He has finally been able to prove that this ancient 
wisdom symbology was based on very precise science and natural observations that decisively 
prove its true meanings and purposes. Unfortunately for religious leaders, this completely 
exposes pivotal ancient lies and long-term errors.

This is also comprehensive proof that the symbolism of many ancient texts, canons, and 
concepts is an advanced and extremely ancient spiritual and philosophical technology that 
predates all extant religions and mystery schools. Consequently, there is now proof, beyond 
disproof, that all three so-called “Faiths of Abraham”  are purposeful deceptions. Accordingly, 
related esoterica, mystery schools, and the New Age are rife with error caused by undue reliance 
upon the assertions of these religions and their leaders.

Finishing the Mysteries of Gods and Symbols presents verifiable and redundant proof that the 
ancient sages and prophets opposed religion and wisely never trusted religious leaders. As 
comprehensive validation of this, they redundantly encoded stunning proof of why throughout 
pivotal symbolic narratives and related concepts.

The ancient sages and prophets hid vital secrets from religious leaders throughout the previous 
several millennia. When these decoded details are compared to the history, words, and deeds of 
these religions and their leaders, they finally prove the truth about many long-hidden things.
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